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Renovations come to David's Place
anonymous source, renovations are being
planned for the student union, some
Immediate and some to take place this
Students have used several excuses not summer.
to go to David's Place. "It's practically In
The planned immediate changes are:
Egypt" T h e video games are lame." "The
•A sidewalk, connecting David's Place to
parking lot Is dark and unsafe," etc.
University Blvd..
Over the course of Its nine-year history,
•Additional lighting In the parking lot
David's Place has benefitted from nothing
•A full court, four-goal basketball court
more than general maintenance and the
•Upgrading of sand volleyball courts.
addition of sand volleyball courts. The
•Exterior Improvements, Including
lack of Improvements, according to Dean landscaping.
of Student Life Mike Stewart, makes It "a
These changes will use about 25 pervery 80s looking building."
cent of the $200,000, according to
Now, with a $200,000 donation from an Stewart Students will help decide exactly

B y MATT SWINEHART
Editor In Chief

Library adopts
new check-out
procedures
By CHRIS EDWARDS
Champion Reporter

Checking out materials In the
Library has become more private, complicated and regulated
with the use of a new circulation
computer system.
Students must now obtain a
separate library card to use or
check out any library materials.
The first card Is provided free
and utilizes bar code scanner
technology for more efficient
book borrowing. Unfortunately
for students, the advent of the
new method means an extra
card to carry.
"We tried, but were unable, to
use the existing ID card for the
library," Circulation Supervisor
Rose Behrens said.
But, the separate card creates a hedge of privacy for students and their personal Information.
"Some students are uncomfortable with using the ID numbers (which are also Social
Security numbers) on a constant basis. With the new system, the ID numbers aren't used
and box numbers and phone
numbers are kept private In the
computer," said Behrens.
The book cards students used
to fill out upon check-out are
slowly being eliminated with the
introduction of bar codes in
each book.
However, the new technology
has enabled the library to better enforce their policies concerning books and materials.

Among the highlights:
•Overdue fines have increased
from 10 cents per day to 20
cents. "The increase In fines
really (is) a deterrent from keeping books out overdue," said
Circulation Assistant Suzzie
Patterson. "It helps more students be able to take advantage
of materials." The fines are also
now consistent with the curriculum library.
•Students may only check out
20 books at one time.
•Reserve material fines have
Increased from 10 cents to $1
per hour. -Students are now
also able to reference a list of
reserve materials through the
DYNix terminals, including
instructor names, Utles and
availability materials. If the
material is in use, the time it Is
due back at the circulation desk
is listed.
•Students may have up to $2
in accumulated fines and two
books overdue and still check
out library materials. Previously, students could owe as little
as a dime and have borrowing
privileges suspended.
"This is a little break for students for all of the other regulations we've put on, Just In case
you really need to check out a
book and you don't have a dime
on you ... we Just won't say
'sorry' and turn you away. Now,
you can check out the material,"
Patterson said.
A complete list of library policy changes is available at the
circulation desk.

what future (summer) changes will be
carried out
"We really want the students' Input on
everything we do," Stewart said. "The last
thing we want to do Is spend $200,000
and then have nothing that students
want to do. Then, we haven't done anything except spend $200,000."
From the responses to the Student Life
ad on Page 5, 100 students will be chosen
to participate In an open-forum discussion at David's Place, Feb. 18 arid 19.
Unlimited pizza will be provided.

In an effort to make It easier for students to get to David's Place, the administration has begun negotiations with the
Greater Lynchburg Transit System. If
successful, the GLTS bus will stop at
David's Place upon entering and leaving
campus.
"You'd really have a full campus shuttle
system at that point," Stewart said. "We're
also negotiating with (GLTS) some type of
pass, With which the students could pay a
monthly fee to ride unlimited on campus."
Currently, the possibility of a $15 pass —

A full-campus shuttle system.

Please see DAVID'S PLACE, Page 3

What to Look
'ard To...
The proposed changes
to David's Place include:
•A full-court, four-goal
basketball court,
•A sidewalk connecting
David's Place and University Blvd.,
•Additional lighting for
the parking lot,
•Upgrading of the sand
volleyball courts, and
•Landscaping
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Awareness, education
at the heart of MISO's
calendar of events

By LANCE OLSHOVSKT
Champion Reporter

I

n an effort to create awareness and to educate, the
Minority and International Student Office Is observing
Black History Month with its own line-up of special
events commemorating the triumphs and milestones of
blacks in America.
"This year our focus is on education and to try and educate the university on the accomplishments of AfricanAmericans," said Melany Pearl, '93 Liberty alumna and
coordinator of the MISO.
The celebration and education of Black History Month
began with "Video Tuesday" and will continue with a blood
drive on Feb. 11-12 in conjunction with the Clrcle-K Club
and Lynchburg Red Cross. The theme for the blood drive is
"For the Love of Us." Special emphasis will be placed on
Charles Drew, a black American who invented the method
for separating blood and plasma.
The list of month long activities continues with convocation highlights and special guest speaker and Liberty alumnus, Rev. Chris Williamson on Feb. 13 and a free car wash
Feb. 14 In DeMoss Parking Lot at 1 p.m. Other highlights
include a scholarship essay contest as well as the traditional "March for Unity."
"We patterned this march from the peaceful demonstration from the march on Washington," Pearl said.
The march is organized to promote unity among Liberty
students and create an awareness of cultural and ethnic differences.
"I really want to see diversity because when you see diversity then It really Is a march for unity," Pearl said.
The month long celebration climaxes with the annual

PHOTO COURTESY OF MISO

Please see FEBRUARY on Page 3 FOREFATHER OF FREEDOM—Author and abolitionist Frederick
Douglas is Just one of the black Americans that will be recognized
during the MISO's celebration of Black History Month.

B€YOND 2000

Post office to reroute commuter mail
Website, home mailing
weighed as options
B y BILL MEYER
Champion Reporter

THOMAS LOVING

TYPICAL MAIL—LU student 8.K.
Humbuzo attempts to manage his mound

In an effort to alleviate clutter In student mailboxes, administrators are hoping to provide alternative locations for mall.
The preliminary plans are to create a Web site
that provides information for commuters and a different pick-up site for non-essential (junk) commuter mall. School-related documents would be
mailed to the commuters' homes.
"For those that may not have (Internet) access
from their home, we're going to do everything we
can to get the Information to them through a
newsletter, bulletin board Information, announce-

ments and hopefully through our campus radio,"
Dean of Commuting and Graduating Students Ed
Gomes said.
The Web site could be created as early as this
semester, but most of the proposed changes are
expected to be implemented this
fall. New mailboxes will be
added in order to accommodate the Influx of freshmen
next year.
Some students are also
concerned about the privacy that is lost when boxes
are shared with several different people.
"You feel like maybe some of
your mail could be read by others in your mailbox,"
said Jason Knowles, a senior. "We need to limit the
persons per box."

f°M$ OF V t .
* Can't we Just
remember that we
all bleed red,
rather than pointing out and magnifying our differences?. •
Rick wishes we all
were color blind.

"The average now is three people per box," Postal
Services Director Mike Swaney said. "And it's up to
seven in some boxes."
Concerning the proposed changes, Swaney said,
"Anything and everything will help."
"The new plan also addresses worries about
not getting all the mall to the correct student,"
Larry Ferguson, the director of administrative
services and purchasing, said. "When there is
more than one person sharing a box, there is a
chance that mail can be Inadvertently thrown
away."
While the tentative system is designed to aid on
campus students, it will benefit commuting students as well.
"We want commuter students to know and sense
that even though they're commuter students,"
Gomes said, "they're Just as important to our university as on-campus students."

Rick: It's as simple as « j *
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Convocation:
Wed.—Dr. Falwell
Fri.—-Rev. Chris Williamson
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This is what I prayed for'
Earley's sermons
spur campus
toward revival
By TIMFARRANT
Champion Reporter

Although another Spiritual Emphasis Week has
come and gone, the memories and the effects of
Pastor Dave Earley's sermons still fill the minds of
students.
For Earley, the main
speaker for the week, It
was a "dream come true" to
be able to speak at this
semester's SEW.
As a former Liberty student, Earley said he was
excited to watch God work

In other student's lives the
same way God had worked
In his several years ago.
It appeared that students
covered the Vines Center
floor at the end of every
service; some alone In
prayer, others circled In
groups praying and praising God.
Many dorms were involved last week. No fewer
than 10 dorms spent all
night in prayer on Sunday
night. Some dorms, like
Dorm 9, had a time of
prayer from 11 p.m. until 2
a.m on Monday
and
Tuesday nights.
In the words of Campus
Pastor Rob Jackson, "God
has been here in an awesome way."
Pastor Earley expressed

his gratitude to the students for their prayers. He
commented, a s he did all
week, that "Prayer is the
key to revival, and revival
is God." When asked if
this Is what he expected
from God, he gave a confident, "Yes, this is what I
prayed for."
Along with Earley, musical
guests
Memphis
Swing, all of whom have
attended Liberty, were
also spiritually challenged
by SEW. Gabe Dunlap, a
member of the group,
summed up the week by
saying that SEW had been
"a renewal of our faith."
Campus Pastor Dwayne
Carson added, "It was a
phenomenal week; God
met with us!"

LEZAH CROSBY

POINT OF IMPACT—Pastor Dave Barley
s p e a k s t o t h e crowd a t SEW.

RA selection process nears end
By BRYAN SHRTVER
Champion Reporter

The Residence Life Office will
complete Its five-month search
next month when 104 new RAs
will be selected.
Resident Assistant selection
began with an Information meeting in November and will be completed when the final decisions
are made In March.
T h e candidates have to be very
committed from the start," said
Cathy Baker, Assistant Dean of
Residence Life.
The deans and resident directors that are involved put a lot of

time and prayer Into the process
in order to decide which students
are qualified.
"It Is a tremendous amount of
work, but worth every minute,"
Baker said. "We pray that God will
bring the leaders we need."
After the initial Information meeting, interested students filled out
a detailed application which was
then reviewed by a committee of
deans and RDs. This committee
weeded through the applications
to pick the top 104. This number
was based on the current 104
RAs, many of whom will be
replaced.
For about two weeks the RA

Liberty) from 6-10 p m . on Feb.
23 and 24 in FA 101. AudlllOhs
are limited to s o b and I tons by
current Liberty students. Signup sheets are located Outside Wk
212. For more lnformauon, call
extension 2281.

skiing: The Office of Student
Life will sponsor threeTuesday
trips to Wlntergreeh Resort on
Feb. 10.17 and 24. Trie deadline
to sign tip Is 4 p.m. the Friday
prior to the desired trip, at
which time a non-refundable
$16 deposit is t^ulred. Vans
will be leaving the David's Place
parking lot at 3:30 p.m. each
•Tuesday.

trainees will be Involved with a
hall as helper RAs with responsibilities that give them a feel for the
duty. During this week, applicants interact with other RAs as
well as the RDs, all of whom
report on how the prospective RAs
handle themselves during this
time.
The climax of this training is an
18-hour period on Feb. 13 and 14
entitled "Exposure Weekend,"
when the applicants are put
through exercises which test how
they handle stress, bond with
other students and use their leadership skills. They also attend
workshops and seminars.

"(Exposure Weekend) Is usually
the highlight both for them and
us," Baker said. "It Is a real event."
Though there are 104 potential
RAs, only about 40-60 percent
will actually become RAs next
year.
"The numbers don't mean that
many aren't qualified, but we have
to pick the best of the best," Baker
said.
Baker said that the best qualification for an RA applicant Is
someone who
demonstrates
Christ through both words and
actions. She also said that to do
well, the applicants need a servant's heart
The applicants are observed by
RAs, deans and three RDs during
the process.
"We try to get a wide range of
opinions and perspectives," Baker
said. The reason for this Intricate
process is because the people
involved realize what kind of
Impact the applicants will have on
students' lives.
The mam thing that the selection committee does while selecting the new RAs is to pray that
they will choose those who will
best serve God.

Bloodmobile:
Circle K and
MISO Will sponsor their annual
blood drive from 12-6 p.m< oh
Wednesday, Feb. II
and
Thursday. Feb. 12 in the Vines
Center. Pizza Will be provided for
donors by Domtoo's Pizza.

Valentine'* Coffee House:
Student Life will hold its annual
Valentine's Coffee House on
Friday, Feb. 13 in Schilling
Center 2. Shows begin at 9:30
p.m. and 12:30 sum., and the
doors will open one half hour
before each show. Tickets will
cost $2 in advance and $3 at the
door and Will be available before
the show in the Reber-Thomas
Dining Hall. There are a limited
number of Uckets available.

Commuter Itmch discount:
The Commuter Student Office
will sponsor "Commuter HalfPrfce Lunch Day" on Feb. 11
from 11 a.m. to 2:30 p,m. All
commuters can eat lunch for
only $2.96. For more information, call the Commuter Student
Office at extension 2824.
Career Day: The Career Center
will hold its spring semester
Career Day on Feb, 12 to the
DeMoss Atrium from 9 a<m. to
2:30 p.m.

" O u r Town" auditions: The
Department of Fine Arts will
hold auditions for the drama
"Our Town" on Monday, Feb. 19
at 6:30 p.rn. to Lloyd Auditorium
(FA 134). Parts are available for
eight men and seven women.

Civil War Voices; The Liberty
University
Department
Of
History wlQ present "CM1 War
Voices", a three-day wwi&tm
beginning Thursday. March 8
and concluding on Saturday.
March 7. Sessions begin at 7:30
p.m. on Thursday and Friday
and at 9 a.m. on Saturday and
will be held in FA 10L The registration fee for aU three sessions
is $25:. registration on a per day
basls teas follows:
-Tnur./Frt.—$7.50 per day
-SaL~-$10
To register, or for more lnformauon, call (804)582-2308.

Bask; Training: LIT will be offering a fotwdauonal dlseipleship
course dubbed "Basle Training"
beginning Feb. 12; Dorm students can receive information on
the course through their RAs:
commuter students can receive
Information by contacting the
Commuting Student Office at
extension 2824.
Singing t e a m auditions: LU
wiH be holding auditions for its
music ministry teams (Light.
YouthQuest and the Sounds of

Send postings aaiinknum of two weeks prior to the event to Jason Ingram, c/o
Liberty Champton.
*—mmm—mm—m
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Maintenance Tune-<4» ,'From:

$34.90

•

$29.90*

|

6 Cyl. 44.90* »
8 Cyl. 54.90*

Plua Paria

Thrust
Angla
Alignment

Always Kroger

• Replace Oil Filters

'Soma vans,
J
pick-ups, transverse &' • Install new disc brake
• Lubricate chassis
hard.tb tune engines } , | £ispect
* °!*>
rotors. Turning j
additional
Included.
•
4Whaal
• Checking luel &
I • Add fluid as needed
I
• Free Vehicle
Alignment
emissions system
I • Inspect master cylinder!
Maintenance
• Install spark plugs
• & brake
•
• Inspect tillers, belts J • Test drive vehicle
Inspection
J
Rear shims and
& hoses
\ • Semi-metallic pads
•
installation.
• Check & set timing,
1
• Labor extra, If required.
carburetor & speed i " d *
! • Some foreign cars,
J
• Measure exhaust
emissions
J trucks & vans add'l
[
•12000 mi.,12 month
guarantee whichever
first
Coupon £x£. 3/2/98 ! Coupon Exp. 3/2/98 _•_ Coupon Exp. 312198 J ^ Coupon Exp. 312198 I

$44.90

WKUITY,

O f UaJ VA State Motor Vehicle Inspection Station #6579
Qanaral Strvica & Rtpalr-Moro Than Just Our Name
3012 Wards Road, Lynchburg (2 Blocks S. Of River Rkkje Mall)
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FOOD & DRUG

CAFFEINE FREE DIET COKE, SPRITE,

Vet Coke or
a Cola Classic

239-0902
Mon-Frl 8-6.Sat 8-4

Special Ski Program Announced
For Liberty University
Students. Faculty and Staff
We are pleased to announce the establishment of a special Liberty University Ski program which is being made
available by Winterplace Ski Resort, near Beckley, West
Virginia. Liberty University Students, Faculty and Staff
wishing to take advantage of this special ski program
must present their Liberty University Identification Card
when purchasing lift tickets or renting ski equipment.
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Lift Ticket
Rental Equipment

Lift Ticket
Rental Equipment

(MPION.

.. 15-16-OZ.

Assorted Varieties Frozen

Kroger
Pizza

15-19-oz.

Twilight Skiing
From 3 pmto 10 pm
$18.95
$11.95

Night Skiing
From5 pmto 10pm
$22.95
$13.95

Hot or Mild

valleydale Pork %\\9
Sausage.
?«>. Pk,,g. m

Assorted Varieties

<r, A

M2-212Q.
-i>/a ,-.'/, r +\

if ?•>:-'' If,

If staying overnight, enjoy our sister resort, Glade Springs, or
the Slopeside Condos!
For additional skiing or lodging information, call 800-607SNOW (7669). For latest snow conditions, call the Winterplace
Snow Phone at 800-258-3127.
Winterplace Ski Resort is located 16 miles South of Beckley,
West Virginia, 2 miles from 1-77, Exit 28, at Flat Top.
WIN
SKI

LACE
RESORT

•iff

Buy One
Bet
^ One
^

.

*iliu^ '

Ruffles ,gjf,

Potato Chips ™n

wo ;r w « / t'r, •-'-<>/a ;.r.

KTDIU (All

6.8-7.2-oz.

Floridagold
Orange Juice

•Equipment rental includes skis, boots, and poles. (Deposit required).
•Winterplace opens at 8 am on Weekends and Holidays and 9 am Weekdays.
•Holiday period is: February 14-16.
This year Winterplace added the big Cool Ridge Snowtubing
Park with 8 lanes of fun for everyone! Try out the biggest
snowtubing park in the Southeast!

5

3I$9

Premium Select
Grapefruit or

Weekends and Holidays
All Day Skiing
From Open to 10 pm
$36.95
$17.95

j» fdt

Swanson Hungry 2/9
Man Dinners

Kroger Cereals

SPECIAL PRICES ARE:
Non-Holiday Weekdays, Monday through Friday
All Day Skiing
From Open to 10 pm
$20.95
$11.95

Assorted Varieties Frozen

Fruit £ Frosted 0's, Apple Cinnamon
Toasted Oats or Frosted
Shredded Wheat

Canadian Maple Ham or

Smoked
Turkey Breast

$A?9

Traditional or Lemon Pepper

«99

Whole Rotlsserle
Chicken

*wm

Each

Items & Prices Good Through Feb 14,1998

WED

THUR

FRI

SAT

11

12

13

14

Kroger, the World's Largest
Florist, can now send flowers
anywhere in the world
Call: 14J00 KROGERS
(Roanoke, Va.) or ask at any

MOST

(.uuviiynt f'J'JU Kiuyi-f Mid Atl.intit
(.uoo in Lynchburg We reserve the n
quantities None sole) to dejlers

Kroger Customer Service Desk.

A
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LU
prof
to
study
Alzheimer's
Disease
German grant
could afford
treatment,
international
recognition
By JASON INGRAM
News Editor
A Liberty professor stands
poised at the brink of what
could be a monumental discovery In the field of phyto-pharmaceutlcals, or medicines derived
from plant life. And, his work
could spell not only International recognition for Liberty
Unlver-slry, b u t treatment and
perhaps even a cure for one of
the world's most debilitating
diseases: Alzheimer's.
The Means
Associate Professor of Health
Sciences Dr. Joseph Mix recently
returned from Germany with a
possible $60,000 grant from Dr.
William Schwabe Pharmaceuticals to study the effects of the
herbal medicine ginkgo blloba on
memory function in the elderly.
"(Schwabe) was Impressed
enough with (my) theories to ask
me to come over there In person,"
Mix said.
Schwabe Pharmaceuticals is
the world's largest producer
and researcher of ginkgo. The

company Invited Mix and Dr.
David Crews, a neuropsychologist at Westminster Canterbury
elder care facility, to their
headquarters in Karlsruhe after
hearing about Mix's desire to
conduct experiments using
ginkgo to stimulate higher brain
functions (language, orientation, concentration, memory,
etc.) in elderly patients.
Mix, a former dentist, became
Interested In the herbal medicine
last August Later that year, during a faculty meeting, Liberty
President Dr. John M. Borek, Jr.
challenged the professors in
attendance to "contribute something to the scientific literature."

The Method
Ginkgo was first used in the
Orient thousands of years ago.
Oriental physicians believed that
the herbal medicine enhanced
memory function, a theory that
was not discussed in the United
States until last October, when
the Journal of the American
Medical Association (JAMA) published an article detailing ginkgo's possible use as a memoryenhancing drug.
"We would like to do world class
research, on scale with the JAMA
study," Mix said. "It's like Dr.
Falwell always says, 'Shoot for
the stars, and If you don't make
it, at least you'll hit the moon.'"
In order to make that dream a
reality, Mix said, his group must
get the Schwabe grant approved
and procure additional funding,

possibly from private grants.
"We are hoping for private
grants," Mix said. "We are currently working through the
Institutional Review Board to
approve the (Schwabe) grant and
to meet Liberty University
requirements."
Assuming the grant is approved
and additional funding Is found,
Mix and Crews could begin their
research at Westminster Canterbury almost immediately.
According to Mix, the experiment would only involve patients
on a voluntary basis. Participating patients would be divided
Into two groups, one that Is
administered ginkgo and one
that is administered a placebo,
or false solution.
All patients would then undergo what Mix calls a "detailed
neuro-psychiatric assessment,"
Including tests that gauge the
"components of composition":
orientation, language, concentration, etc.
"We want to test their memories
very thoroughly," Mix said.
"That's where our assessment Is
different (from the JAMA study)."
Although Schwabe will provide
the researchers with the ginkgo
and the placebo, the study may
utilize electro encephalography
(EEG) and other equipment that
LU doesn't have. Therefore, Mix
hopes to involve Virginia Tech
and the University of Virginia,
two schools with greater funding
for such equipment, in the study.
"We need UVa. and VT to assist

PHOTO COURTESY OF DR. JOSEPH M K

MEETING OF THE MINDS — Dr. Joseph Mix (right) presents Schwabe Pharmaceuticals'
Senior Research Director. Dr. Robert Hoern, with a Liberty University sweatshirt during
his trip to Germany. Schwabe has offered $60,000 towards Mix's study of the effects of
ginkgo on Alzheimer's Disease.
us In the study," Mix said. "A
multi-site study often conveys
more weight than a single study,
and scientifically, it makes (the
research) more valid."
The Motivation
Despite the obvious medical
benefits of such a study, Mix

reiterated that the primary focus
of the research was to make a
name for Liberty University.
"The motivation for the whole
thing is to get Liberty's name in
the scientific literature," Mix
said. "If nothing else comes of It,
(at least) we've introduced the
name of Liberty University to the

international scientific communlty."
A recent Canadian study estimated that more than 4 million Americans
suffer
from
Alzheimer's,
a number that is
expected to triple by the middle of the 21st century.

David's Place to benefit from
anonymous $200,000 donation
Continued from Page 1

going to come down here and pop union in the Facilities Master
a quarter in the machine when Plan, the current renovations
not Just campus wide — but for they can sit in the dorm and play are only intended to be a short
the entire city of Lynchburg is their own (games)."
term solution.
being considered.
Stewart hopes to answer that
"We Just felt like — the donor
question with the addition of a Just felt like — we couldn't wait
New & improved video games
fully automated game system, five years to do something,"
One aspect of change being in which six to eight computers Stewart said. "We can't Just let
looked into is updating the are networked together allow- (David's Place) sit here and
arcade area of David's Place. ing students to compete with deteriorate."
"Most students have better com- each other.
"Obviously we can't please
puter games In their rooms than
everybody but we want to be able
we have video games down here," A short-term solution
to do as much as we can," he
Stewart said; f So why are they
With a
flve-story s t u d e n t saVd.

SHAWN ISO..

•

FAIRWEATHER FRIENDS — Dozens of students' umbrellas ended up dangling from
this tree across from the Vines Center during last Wednesday's storm.

^fctoriYt k i r i n n o t h r i l l c
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chills and repair bills
Chsnipfon Rc|Kirtct

-—~—————
On Wednesday of last week, high winds and
intense rain sent many Liberty students scrambling for shelter. As umbrellas collapsed and
girls donned dress slacks, the campus knew
that It was in for quite a storm.
According to Building Services' employee,
Charles Spence, Dorm 28 and the Vines
Convocation Center both lost thetr roof flashing
tn the wind, wbtob rwulted tn water falling
dtrectty into the building*. One «pot Hi the Vines
Center was leaking live gallons of rainwater per
hour because the ground was so saturated with
water. Spence also had reports of Dorms 29 and
30 losing shingles

Spence said that one reason the buildings
were damaged is because the wind was a
"northwester" and the rain bombarded the
buildings diagonally Instead of vertically. He
said that the campus was not built to withstand Lhls type of storm.
Dorm 28 resident Tiffanle Overn recalled that
"the intramural trailer was $haklng and it looked
like it was going to fall a p a r t " However, Spence
said despite the frightening effect of the storm,
the damage was minimal and It would only
require "one pretty day" and a few hundred dollars to repair.
In comparison to the storm of June. '93 which
"crippled the whole city" and sent the light poles
in Williams Stadium crashing to the ground,
Oils storm was Just a shower, Spence said,
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Continued from Page 1
Minority Student Achievement
Awards at the Holiday Inn Select In
downtown Lynchburg.
The awards ceremony recog-

Diorm DNngs i n r m s ,
By SUZANNE McDUFFIB

February calendar reflects impact
of African-Americans on history
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By J E N N I F E R PILLATH
Copy Manager

If this week's Student Senate
actions are any indication, the
exasperated complaints of student drivers may soon come to
some closure.
The recently installed speed
bumps have been a topic of discussion in the cafeteria, the classrooms and on Thursday, Feb. 5,
on the floor of die Student Senate.
After some discussion over wording and specifications, the Senate
opted to pass a bill which calls for
the reduction In the height and

width of the six speed bumps scattered across Liberty's campus.
Currently, the speed bumps
range from four to five inches In
height and exceed 36 inches in
width. The Senate bill calls for a
reduction to three Inches in height
and 18 Inches in width. These recommendations came from quotes
based on Lynchburg businesses
such as Lynchburg Asphalt &
Maintenance.
"It Is a well felt concern over campus," said Michael Kostiew, the
bill's author.
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Kostiew encouraged students to
continue giving input on the speed
bump Issue.
"If students are deeply concerned, (they should) find some
way to let their concerns known
to administration," Kostiew continued.
Now that the bill has passed out
of the hands of the Student
Senate, It has to be approved by
Student Body President Marc
Pettograsso, Dean Mike Stewart,
Dean Mark Hlne and Liberty
President Dr. John Borek, Jr.
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This coupon good
for 2 FREE games
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Lynchburg Mayor Jim Whitaker.
Other schools participating in this
year's
celebration
include
Lynchburg College,
Virginia
Military Institute, Sweet Briar
College and University of Virginia.

Senate votes to reduce speed bumps
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nizes those minority or internatlonal students who have met certain academic and social criteria
as set by the MISO office.
This year's speakers include
Virginia Delegate Paul Harris and

Somepeople worK in a big, fancy office.
Others can't wait to get out of the building.
If you're looking for a career in federal law enforcement, a career that offers tremendous
challenge, die U.S. Border Patrol could be just what you're after.
To qualify, you'll need to meet all of die following: • U.S. citizenship • Pass written exam and
oral interview • Pass a background investigation • Pass a drug test and a medical exam • Hold a
valid driver's license • Not have reached your 37th birthday at time of appointment • Have 1 year
of qualifying exjierience or a bachelor's degree.
If selected, you'll attend a rigorous 5-mondi training program (including Spanish language
classes). First duty locations are along the Southwest border. Starting salary nud 20s
to 30s with excellent Federal Government benefits.
For the few who can meet diis kind of challenge, there's no better job in the world. To
apply call (912) 757-3001 Ext. 266, any time, day or night, or apply on-line at
http://www.usajobs.opm.gov. Please enter.Ext.266 . For more information, just
call (202) 616-1964.
We will be in Richmond to administer exams and conduct interviews from March 12-15,
1998. You must call by February 12di to reserve your space in Kiclunond.

U.S.
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PRTROL
H Career With Borders, But No Boundaries.
INS is an equal opportunity employer.
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Don't let your parents miss a single
issue of the liberty Champion!
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• $25 for 2 semesters
• $15 for 1 semester of the
Liberty Champion.
(Make check payable to 'The Liberty Champion")
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Address.

City/State/Zip
Mail to:

Liberty Champion
Liberty University
1971 University Blvd.
Lynchburg, VA • 24502
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This is what I prayed for'
Earley's sermons
spur campus
toward revival
By TIM FARRANT
Champion Reporter

Although another Spiritual Emphasis Week has
come and gone, the memories and the effects of
Pastor Dave Earley's sermons still fill the minds of
students.
For Earley, the main
speaker for the week, it
was a "dream come true" to
be able to speak at this
semester's SEW.
As a former Liberty student, Earley said he was
excited to watch God work

in other student's lives the
same way God had worked
in his several years ago.
It appeared that students
covered the Vines Center
floor at the end of every
service; some alone in
prayer, others circled In
groups praying and praising God.
Many dorms were involved last week. No fewer
than 10 dorms spent all
night in prayer on Sunday
night. Some dorms, like
Dorm 9, had a time of
prayer from 11 p.m. until 2
a.m on Monday and
Tuesday nights.
In the words of Campus
Pastor Rob Jackson, "God
has been here in an awesome way."
Pastor Earley expressed

his gratitude to the students for their prayers. He
commented, as he did all
week, that "Prayer is the
key to revival, and revival
is God." When asked if
this Is what he expected
from God, he gave a confident, "Yes, this is what I
prayed for."
Along with Earley, musical
guests
Memphis
Swing, all of whom have
attended Liberty, were
also spiritually challenged
by SEW. Gabe Dunlap, a
member of the group,
summed up the week by
saying that SEW had been
"a renewal of our faith."
Campus Pastor Dwayne
Carson added, "It was a
phenomenal week; God
met with usl"

skiing: The Office of Student
Life wlQ sponsor three Tuesday
trips to WIntergreen Resort on
Feb. 10,17 ahd 24. The deadline
to sign Up Is 4 p.m. the Friday
prior to (he desired trip, at
which tune a non-refundable
$16 deposit is required. Vans
will be leaving the David's Place
parking tot at 3:30 p.m. each
T\tesday.
LEZAH CROSBY

POINT OF IMPACT—Pastor Dave Earley
speaks to the crowd at SEW.

Center 2. Shows begin at 0:30
p.m. and 12:30 a.m.y and the
doors will open one half hour
before each show. Tickets wfll

RA selection process nears end
By BRYAN SHRTVER
Champion Reporter

The Residence Life Office will
complete Its five-month search
next month when 104 new RAs
will be selected.
Resident Assistant selection
began with an information meeting In November and will be completed when the final decisions
are made in March.
"The candidates have to be very
committed from the start," said
Cathy Baker, Assistant Dean of
Residence Life.
The deans and resident directors that are involved put a lot of

time and prayer Into the process trainees will be Involved with a
in order to decide which students hall as helper RAs with responsiare qualified.
bilities that give them a feel for the
"It Is a tremendous amount of duty. During this week, appliwork, but worth every minute," cants Interact with other RAs as
Baker said. "We pray that God will well as the RDs, all of whom
report on how the prospective RAs
bring the leaders we need."
After the Initial Information meet- handle themselves during this
ing, Interested students filled out time.
The climax of this training Is an
a detailed application which was
then reviewed by a committee of 18-hour period on Feb. 13 and 14
deans and RDs. This committee entitled "Exposure Weekend,"
weeded through the applications when the applicants are put
to pick the top 104. This number through exercises which test how
was based on the current 104 they handle stress, bond with
RAs, many of whom will be other students and use their leadership skills. They also attend
replaced.
For about two weeks the RA workshops and seminars.

Read
g^WVM Liberty .

Valentine's ;; Coffee House:
Student Life wilt hold its annual
Valentine's Coffee House on
Friday. Feb. 13 In Schilling

"(Exposure Weekend) Is usually
the highlight both for them and
us," Baker said. "It Is a real event."
Though there are 104 potenUal
RAs, only about 40-60 percent
will actually become RAs next
year.
"The numbers don't mean that
many aren't qualified, but we have
to pick the best of the best," Baker
said.
Baker said that the best quallflcatlon for an RA applicant Is
someone who
demonstrates
Christ through both words and
actions. She also said that to do
well, the applicants need a servant's heart
The applicants are observed by
RAs, deans and three RDs during
the process.
"We try to get a wide range of
opinions and perspectives," Baker
said. The reason for this intricate
process is because the people
involved realize what kind of
Impact the applicants will have on
students' lives.
The main thing that the selection committee does while selecting the new RAs is to pray that
they will choose those who will
best serve God.

cost $2 in advance and $3 at the
door and will be available before
the show in the Reber-Thomas
Dining Hall. There are a limited

number of tickets available.

"Our Town" on Monday, Feb. 19
at 6:30 p.m. In Lloyd Auditorium
(FA 134). Parts are available for
eight men and seven women.
Basic Training: LU will be offering a foundational dtsclplesblp
course dubbed "Basic Training"
beginning Feb. 12. Dorm students can receive information on
the course through their RAs:
commuter students can receive
information by contacting the
Commuting Student Office at

team auditions: LU
will be holding auditions for its

music ministry teams (Light.
YouthQuest and the Sounds of

flU MM.
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From Open to 10 pm

From 3 pm to 10 pm

Lift Ticket

$20.95

$18.95

Rental Equipment

$11.95

$11.95

Weekends and Holidays
All Day Skiing
Night Skiing
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From Open to 10 pm

From 5 pm to 10 pm

$36.95
$17.95

$22.95
$13.95

Lift Ticket
Rental Equipment

Fruit S> Frosted 0's, Apple Cinnamon
Toasted Oats or Frosted
Shredded Wheat

KMIU (All

Assorted Varieties Frozen

Kroger

Pizza
A _

valleydale Pork
lib.
sausage

Floridagoid
Orange Juice

g j»

> • 19
Pkg.

1
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SKI

LACE
RESORT

5
mo
Buy mm
One
Get
„ _One
„.
VrvWf.

•

Assorted

Varieties

Ruffles Mik
Potato Chips mm\
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Canadian Maple Ham or

Smoked
Turkey Breast
Traditional or Lemon Pepper

Whole Rotlsserle
Chicken
is & Prices Coc

,
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Kroger, the World's Largest
Florist, can now send flowers
anywhere in the world
Call: 1-800 KROGERS
(Roanoke, Va.) or ask at any
Kroger Customer Service Desk.

MOST
WIN

/dt

6.8-7.2-oz.

Premium Select
Grapefruit or

Hot or Mild

t»

Swanson Hungry 2 / >
Man Dinners

15-19-OZ.
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This year Winterplace added the big Cool Ridge Snowtubing
Park with 8 lanes of fun for everyone! Try out the biggest
snowtubing park in the Southeast!
If staying overnight, enjoy our sister resort, Glade Springs, or
the Slopeside Condos!
For additional skiing or lodging information, call 800-607SNOW (7669). For latest snow conditions, call the Winterplace
Snow Phone at 800-258-3127.
Winterplace Ski Resort is located 16 miles South of Beckley,
West Virginia, 2 miles from 1-77, Exit 28, at Flat Top.

Assorted Varieties Frozen

Kroger Cereals

•Equipment rental includes skis, boots, and poles. (Deposit required).
•Winterplace opens at 8 am on Weekends and Holidays and 9 am Weekdays
•Holiday period is: February 14-16.
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Vet Coke or
a Cola Classic

Mon-Fri 8-6,Sat 8-4

SPECIAL PRICES ARE:
Non-Holiday Weekdays, Monday through Friday
All Day Skiing
Twilight Skiing

[82-2129.

CAFFEINE FREE DIET COKE, SPRITE,

239-0902
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FOOD 8. DRUG
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We are pleased to announce the establishment of a special Liberty University Ski program which is being made
available by Winterplace Ski Resort, near Beckley, West
Virginia. Liberty University Students, Faculty and Staff
wishing to take advantage of this special ski program
must present their Liberty University Identification Card
when purchasing lift tickets or renting ski equipment.
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Civil Wax Voices: The Liberty
University
Department
of
History wffi present "Civil War
Voices', a three-day seminar
beginning TJhursct^. March 6
and concluding on Saturday.
March 7, Sessions begin at 7*30
p.m. on Thursday and Friday
and at 9 a,m, on Saturday and
will be held to FA 101. The registration fee for all three sessions
is $25:. registration on a per day
basis is as follows:
-Thur./Fri.™$7.50 per day
-SaL~$10
To register, or for more information, call (804)582-2308.

Special Ski Program Announced
For Liberty University
Students. Faculty and Staff

TAJIK IT,
if,

• Free Vehicle
Maintenance
Inspection

DeMoss Atrium from 9 a.m. to
2:30 p.m.

Always Kroger
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S-CLL IT.
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$18.90

• Lubricate chassis
•
I
I

commuters can eat lunch for
ordy $2.06. For more information, call the Commuter Student
Office at extension 2624.

f\L&*y* faith

Replace Oil Filters

Plus Parts
•Some vans,
. mann n e w
pick-ups transversa*" p a d s on|y
,
$44.90
addrllonaT*
* " I " Included.
• "P 6 ? • "*•Turnlng
!I
4 Wheel
• Checking luel &
I • Add fluid as needed •
Alignment
emissions system
I • Inspect master cylinder!
• Install spark plugs
•
• Inspect filters, belts I & brake
Rear shims and
{ • Test drive vehicle
J
& hoses
installation.
• Check & set timing, J • Semi-metallic pads
'
Labor extra, II required.
carburetor & speed | adtfl
'
• Measure exhaust
! • Some foreign cars, J
emissions
• 12000 rri.,12 month JS trucks & vans add'l
J
guarantee whichever '
Ollcial VA State Motor Vehicle Inspection Station #6579
Qenerul Service 4 Rtpslr-Uore Than Just Our Nairn
3012 Wards Road, Lynchburg (2 Blocks S. Ot River Ridge Mall)
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6 Cyl. 44.90*
8 Cyl. 54.90'

from 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. All
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Commuter lunch discount:
The Commuter Student Office
will sponsor "Commuter Halfprice Lunch Day* on Feb. n

Send postings acilrtimum of two weeks priortothe eventtoJason IngraBtc/o

• From:
Thrust
Angle
Alignment

Bloodmobile:
Circle K and
MISO wffi sponsor their annual
blood drive from 12-6 p,m. on
Wednesday, Feb. II and
Thursday, Feb. 12 in the vines
Center. Pizza will be provided for
donorsi by Domino's Pizza.

"Our Town" auditions: The Career Day: The Career Center
Department of #lne Arts will will hold its spring semester
hold auditions for the drama Career Day on Feb, 12 to the

Liiampion
$34.90

Liberty)from6-10 p.tru onfeb.
2 3 and 24 to FA 101. AudlUonS
are limited to solo auditbris by
current Liberty students. Signup sheets are located outside FA
212. For more htformatton, call
extension 2281.

lopyrujlit I'J'JB KroyiT MiO Atlantic Itt-nis & Prices
r.ood In lynchbunj Wi- reserve the nyht to limit
quantities None 'joici to dealers

As
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LU
prof
to
study
Alzheimer's
Disease
German grant
could afford
treatment,
international
recognition
By JASON INGRAM
News Editor
A Liberty professor stands
poised at the brink of what
could be a monumental discovery In the field of phyto-pharmaceutlcals, or medicines derived
from plant life. And, his work
could spell not only International recognition for Liberty
Untver-slty, but treatment and
perhaps even a cure for one of
the world's most debilitating
diseases: Alzheimer's.
The Means
Associate Professor of Health
Sciences Dr. Joseph Mix recently
returned from Germany with a
possible $60,000 grant from Dr.
William Schwabe Pharmaceuticals to study the effects of the
herbal medicine ginkgo blloba on
memory function in the elderly.
"(Schwabe) was Impressed
enough with (my) theories to ask
me to come over there In person,"
Mix said.
Schwabe Pharmaceuticals Is
the world's largest producer
and researcher of ginkgo. The

company invited Mix and Dr.
David Crews, a neuropsychologist at Westminster Canterbury
elder care facility, to their
headquarters in Karlsruhe after
hearing about Mix's desire to
conduct experiments using
ginkgo to stimulate higher brain
functions (language, orientation, concentration, memory,
etc.) in elderly patients.
Mix, a former dentist, became
interested in the herbal medicine
last August Later that year, during a faculty meeting, Liberty
President Dr. John M. Borek, Jr.
challenged the professors in
attendance to "contribute something to the scientific literature."

The Method
Ginkgo was first used in the
Orient thousands of years ago.
Oriental physicians believed that
the herbal medicine enhanced
memory function, a theory that
was not discussed in the United
States until last October, when
the Journal of the American
Medical Association (JAMA) published an article detailing ginkgo's possible use as a memoryenhancing drug.
"We would like to do world class
research, on scale with the JAMA
study," Mix said. "It's like Dr.
Falwell always says, 'Shoot for
the stars, and if you don't make
It, at least you'll hit the moon.'"
In order to make that dream a
reality, Mix said, his group must
get the Schwabe grant approved
and procure additional funding,

possibly from private grants.
"We are hoping for private
grants," Mix said. "We are currently working through the
Institutional Review Board to
approve the (Schwabe) grant and
to meet Liberty University
requirements."
Assuming the grant is approved
and additional funding is found,
Mix and Crews could begin their
research at Westminster Canterbury almost Immediately.
According to Mix, the experiment would only Involve patients
on a voluntary basis. Participating patients would be divided
Into two groups, one that is
administered ginkgo and one
that Is administered a placebo,
or false solution.
All patients would then undergo what Mix calls a "detailed
neuro-psychiatric assessment,"
Including tests that gauge the
"components of composition":
orientation, language, concentration, etc.
"We want to test their memories
very thoroughly," Mix said.
T h a t ' s where our assessment is
different (from the JAMA study)."
Although Schwabe will provide
the researchers with the ginkgo
and the placebo, the study may
utilize electro encephalography
(EEG) and other equipment that
LU doesn't have. Therefore, Mix
hopes to involve Virginia Tech
and the University of Virginia,
two schools with greater funding
for such equipment, in the study.
"We need UVa. and VT to assist

PHOTO COURTESY OF DR. JOSEPH MIX

MEETING OF THE MINDS — Dr. Joseph Mix (right) presents Schwabe Pharmaceuticals'
Senior Research Director, Dr. Robert Hoern, with a Liberty University sweatshirt during
his trip to Germany. Schwabe has offered $60,000 towards Mix's study of the effects of
ginkgo on Alzheimer's Disease.
us in the study," Mix said. "A
multi-site study often conveys
more weight than a single study,
and scientifically, it makes (the
research) more valid."
The Motivation
Despite the obvious medical
benefits of such a study, Mix

reiterated that the primary focus
of the research was to make a
name for Liberty University.
T h e motivation for the whole
thing is to get Liberty's name In
the scientific literature," Mix
said. "If nothing else comes of it,
(at least) we've introduced the
name of Liberty University to the

international scientific community."
A recent Canadian study estimated that more than 4 million Americans
suffer
from
Alzheimer's, a number that is
expected to triple by the middle of the 21st century.

David's Place to benefit from
anonymous $200,000 donation
Continued from Page 1

going to come down here and pop union in the Facilities Master
a quarter in the machine when Plan, the current renovations
not Just campus wide — but for they can sit In the dorm and play are only intended to be a short
the entire city of Lynchburg Is their own (games)."
term solution.
being considered.
Stewart hopes to answer that
"We Just felt like — the donor
question with the addition of a Just felt like — we couldn't wait
New & improved video games
fully automated game system, five years to do something,"
One aspect of change being In which six to eight computers Stewart said. "We can't Just let
looked into is updating the are networked together allow- (David's Place) sit here and
arcade area of David's Place. ing students to compete with deteriorate."
"Most students have better com- each other.
"Obviously we can't please
puter games In their rooms than
everybody but we want to be able
we have video games down here," A short-term solution
to do as much as we can," he
With a five-story s t u d e n t
Stewart said. fSo why are they
said.

SHAWN Euwaoas;

tbrellas ended up dangling from
Wednesday's storm.

PAIR\

Storm brings thrills,
chills and repair bills
v^^^^^m

By SUZANNE McDOFFIE
Champion Re (Hitter
On Wednesday of last week, high winds and
Intense rain sent many Liberty students scrambling tor shelter. As umbrellas collapsed and
girls donned dress slacks, the campus knew
that it was in for quite a storm.

Spence said that one reason the buildings
were damaged Is because the wind was a
"northwester* and the rain bombarded the

buildings diagonally instead of vertically. He
said that the campus was not built to withstand this type of storm.
Dorm 28 resident Tiffante Overn recalled that
"the intramural trailer was shaking and it looked
According to Building services' employee, like it was going tofellapart" However, Spence;:
Charles Spence, Dorm 28 and the Vines said despite the frightening effect of the storm,
the damage was minimal and it would only
Convocat
tn the vMiis**

tailing

dtrecOy Into the buikttng*. One spot in the vines
Center was leaking live gallons of rainwater r*:r
hour because the ground was so saturated with
water. Spence also had reports of Dorms 29 and
30 losing shingles.

require "one pretty day" and a few hundred dollars to repair.
In comparison to the storm of dune,.'93 which
"crippled the whole city" and sent the light poles

in Williams stadium crashing to the ground,
this storm was Just a shower, Spence said,
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Continued from Page 1
Minority Student Achievement
Awards at the Holiday Inn Select in
downtown Lynchburg.
The awards ceremony recog-

By JENNIFER PILLATH
Copy Manager

If this week's Student Senate
actions are any indication, the
exasperated complaints of student drivers may soon come to
some closure.
The recently Installed speed
bumps have been a topic of discussion In the cafeteria, the classrooms and on Thursday, Feb. 5,
on the floor of the Student Senate.
After some discussion over wording and specifications, the Senate
opted to pass a bill which calls for
the reduction in the height and
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• flowets
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width of the six speed bumps scattered across Liberty's campus.
Currently, the speed bumps
range from four to five Inches In
height and exceed 36 inches in
width. The Senate bill calls for a
reduction to three inches In height
and 18 inches In width. These recommendations came from quotes
based on Lynchburg businesses
such as Lynchburg Asphalt &
Maintenance.
"It is a well felt concern over campus," said Michael Kostiew, the
bill's author.

Kostiew encouraged students to
continue giving input on the speed
bump issue.
"If students are deeply concerned, (they should) find some
way to let their concerns known
to administration," Kostiew continued.
Now that the bill has passed out
of the hands of the Student
Senate, it has to be approved by
Student Body President Marc
Pettograsso, Dean Mike Stewart,
Dean Mark Hine and Liberty
President Dr. John Borek, Jr.
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Lynchburg Mayor Jim Whltaker.
Other schools participating in this
year's
celebration
Include
Lynchburg
College,
Virginia
Military Institute, Sweet Briar
College and University of Virginia.

Senate votes to reduce speed bumps

Mindboggle
Video Arcade
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nizes those minority or international students who have met certain academic and social criteria
as set by the MISO office.
This year's speakers Include
Virginia Delegate Paul Harris and
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February calendar reflects impact
of African-Americans on history

Some people work m a big, fancy office.
Others can't wait to get out of the building.
If you're looking for a career in federal law enforcement, a career that offers tremendous
challenge, the U.S. Border Patrol could be just what you're after.
To qualify, you'll need to meet all of the following: • U.S. citizenship • I'ass written exam and
oral interview • Pass a background investigation • Pass a drug test and a medical exam • Hold a
valid driver's license • Not have reached your 37th birthday at time of appointment • Have 1 year
of qualifying experience or a badielor's degree.
If selected, you'll attend a rigorous 5-nionUi training program (including Spanish language
classes). 1 •ii.-.i duty locations are along the Southwest border. Starting salary mid 20B
to 30s with excellent Federal Government benefits.
For the few who can meet this kind of challenge, there's no better job in the world, 'lb
apply call (912) 757-3001 Kxt.266, any time, day or night, or apply on-line at
http://www.utiajobs.opiii.gov. Please enter.Ext.266 . For more information, just
call (202) 616-1964.
We will be in Richmond to administer exams and conduct interviews from March 12-15,
1998. You must call by February 12th to reserve your space in Richmond.
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Don't let your parents miss a single
issue of the Liberty Champion!
I have enclosed:
• $25 for 2 semesters
• $15 for 1 semester of the
Liberty Champion.
(Make check payable to 'The Liberty Champion")
Name

Address
City/State/Zip
Mail to:

Liberty Champion
Liberty University
1971 University Blvd.
Lynchburg, VA • 24502
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March 6, 7:30 p.m.
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Qunlots
$20 each

0% mote Lnjotmation

same flower
Boutonniere
with corsage order
582-4690

I

^!S5S5225525555HE2HHJ

call ext. 2

If your invitation passed you by,
just stop by the SGA Office with this ad.
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INTRAMURAL

SPORTS

Flag Football
Mar. 9 - Manager's Meeting
Mar. 27-28 - Tournament Dates
Softball
Feb. 16 - Manager's Meeting
Mar. 2 - Start Date
Golf Tournament
Mar. 9 - Manager's Meeting
Apr. 10-11 - Tournament Dates

Coed Tennis
Mar. 9 - Manager's Meeting
Mar. 30 - Start Date
Indoor Soccer
Feb. 16 - Manager's Meeting
Mar. 2 - Start Date
Volleyball (Mens 4 & Womens 6)
Feb. 16 - Manager's Meeting
Mar. 2 - Start Date

David's Place will
receive a face-lift

y

Building and the facilities to be renovated
Student Life would like to ask students for their input on the overall
design and furnishings of the building that will soon take place.
Students are requested to give input on the form provided below and
turn it into the SGA office in DeMoss or send it to Student Life through
intracampus mail by Friday, February 13. From this information, 100 students will be asked to participate in am open forum during lunchtime on
February 18 & 19. They will be treated to an all you can eat pizza buffet
compliments of Student Life.

C
1 vmmm mm House J
I

5
r

9:3o?m s. U:3ofim c
$2 in Advance
$3 ai the door

|

1

David's Place Renovations
Name
Box#Classification
Check as many as apply:
• More Video Games
• Weekly Movies
• Better game equipment
(pool tables, table tent, etc.)
• Various food options
• Special Activities
(tournaments, etc.)
• More Attractive Interior

$15 Lift Ticket
$16 Ski Rental

• Dorm Student
• Commuter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coffee Shop
Larger TV Lounges
Study Lounges
Computer Lab/Games
Shuttle Service
Open during the day
other
other

Please list ideas for the interior design of the building. Use separate
sheets if necessary:

The deadline to sign up is 4pm the Friday prior
to the Tuesday date with a non-refundable $15
deposit. Vans will be leaving the David's Place
parking lot at 3:30pm each Tuesday.

ctft m-Wfe -^r *we Lq£vcmFm

OR visit our web site at: www.liberty.edu/~studntlf
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"Hearts were made to
mwmy

The Best Kind
of Valentine

JJ

t was arotihd New Year's
Day when I noticed that the
fluffy snowmen, fat Santas
and eggnog were replaced with
pink stationary, tat. cherubs
and confectioner's candy.
Splashes of pink and red cov
ered walls, cards and clothing.
It quickly dawned on me thai It
was already that time of the
year. Valentine's Day.
lies, it was obvious that the
love holiday" was rapidly
approaching, even before the
last snowflake had reached the
warming ground.
Cupid was shoving Jack
Frost aside and taking over, '
As I walked through the busy
mall eyeing all the paraphernalia. I came across the bright
notecards that appealed to the
younger generations.
The tyfie that had pictures of
the Power Rangers on the front,
spouting out sayings like,
"ActivateI and JSfe Mine," or
Barbie smiling with her perfect

I

t reminded me of my days as
a youngster, waltmg for valentines similar to the ones I was
looking at
I began to remember the
many hours spent decorating
my "mailbox" which was really
some pink and red construction paper sadly glued together,
struggling to stay tn the shape
of a heart. I think it ended up
looking more tike the ventricle
or an esophagus.
After designing the heart
which would hold all the goods,
I proudly hung It on thefrontof
my tiny desk to let It dangle In
the excited and anticipated air
of the classroom.
Within minutes the students
gauit-red their own creations or
store-bought valentines and
dispersed them in the mailboxes. Sprawled across some
cards were generic sayings
while others revealed special
messages, meant to stir the
hearts of their loved ones. Or,
at least the ones who they
chased at recess.
Right next to the children's
cards were the more adult
cards. Poems tn calligraphy,
song verses and heart-felt
words covered the cards like
wallpaper...
t glanced at the rows of colored paper and found sayings
such as, "I never knew how to
love until I met you," or "You
are as beautiful as the sunset
warm and br^bt with perfect
light..."
1 began to think back to the
first time 1 ever received a card
like those.
It was in ninth grade, and I
remember spending what
seemed like days m the card
shop, picking out the right card
that would convey how I felt
about him without being too
obvious.
I ended up selecting a card
that emphasized our friendship, but hinted that there was
something else there. At least
on my part
I was so nervous handing
him the purchased message,
but my card must have satis*
tied him because I gained a
rose and a sundae by the end
of the evening...
As I moved along the rows, I
abruptly ran into the section of
cards aimed at parents and
grandparents. It seemed odd to
me. never really recognizing
these type of cards before.
I decided to grab one of them
and amuse myself. As I began
to read some of the messages, I
suddenly realized that 1 had
never sent the most important
valentine of all,
The one addressed to my
parents.
Yes, the classmate valentine
cards are fun to receive and the
ones given to crushes are special, but the valentine to your
parents is cherished.
It freezes time for just a
moment and lets your parents
know that no matter how much
of your love is shared with othersfromthe kindergarten years
to the college years, your love
for them remains unchanged
through the living years.

. fnncM^
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Cupid "Did You Know's

yj

•
•
•
•
•

Cupid was the Roman god of love, usually depicted as a playful, winged youth, slight but handsome.
His name was derived from the Latin word "cupido," meaning: "I desire."
Tradition says he was born from a silver egg.
Cupid has two kinds of arrows: golden arrows with dove feathers for love and leaden arrows with owl feathers for indifference.
When the arrow struck the heart, it would cause one of those emotions, depending on the selection of the arrow.

J

ames Anderson, Jr. and Miriam
Eskridge plan to be married on
July 25, 1998 at Tangier
Island, Va. The two met at World
of Life Bible Institute.
Anderson, a biblical studies
major from Jacksonville, Fla., and
Eskridge, an English major from
Tangier, Va., plan to tour the East
Coast and visit Disney World on
their honeymoon.
As the Andersons, the couple
plans to serve abroad as missionaries.
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harles Edward Barker and
Lydia Janell England are
proud to announce their
engagement and forthcoming wedding. Barker, a math/computer science major from Lake Linden,
Mich., and England, an English
major from Clovis, Calif., plan to
be married on August 8,1998 in
Clovis, Calif.
The couple says their honeymoon will be "two weeks of fun
together."
@&at*ket* &&
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aul Y. Carrasco and Mellisa
B. Houck have planned their
wedding for May 10, 1998.
Carrasco, a Liberty graduate
currently working in Lynchburg as
a software consultant and Houck, a
senior scheduled to graduate in Jan.
1999, intend to be married in the
Prayer Chapel of Liberty
University.
Carrasco is originally from
Bolivia and Houck hails from
North Carolina. Their honeymoon
plans are unknown.

arry Buchanan and India
Dozier are pleased to
announce their engagement.
No date has been set for the wedding as of yet.
Buchanan is a secondary education major from Baltimore, Md.
and Dozier is a nursing major from
Jacksonville, N.C.
The couple was engaged on
Thanksgiving Day, 1997.

homas Cole and Angela
Carl would like to announce
their upcoming wedding,
planned for July 18, 1998 in
Columbus, Ohio.
Cole is from Kingsport, Tenn.
and Carl is a junior psychology
major from Columbus, Ohio.
The couple remains ambiguous
about their honeymoon plans, confessing only that they plan to spend
the time at a beach somewhere.

ohn Clack, Jr. and Carissa
Devereese proudly announce
their upcoming wedding on
June 6, 1998.
Clack is a junior exercise science major from Simms, Texas,
and Devereese is a sport management major from Rochester, N.Y.
The two intend to indulge themselves with a week-long cruise in
the Caribbean for their honeymoon
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an Dawson and Mandy
Cruse proudly announce
their engagement. A wedding date of July 18, 1998 in
Martinsville, Ind. has been set.
Dawson, from Tilbury, Ontario will
graduate this May in exercise science. Cruse, from Martinsville, Ind.
will graduate in May of '99 with
an English degree. They plan to
honeymoon at Christmas Mountain
Village in the Wisconsin Dells,
Wis.
The couple plans to reside in
Lynchburg until Cruse's graduation.
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ichael Dougherty and
Kristina Cabalo are proud
to announce their engage
ment and forthcoming wedding.
The wedding is planned for Jan.
1, 1999 in Cape May, N.J.
Dougherty is a psychology major from Erma, N.J. and Cabalo is
a math major from Virginia Beach,
Va.
The couple has no concrete
wedding plans as of yet.
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imothy Raymond Douglas
and Ericka Lynn Stockmal
are proud to announce their
engagement and upcoming wedding, planned for June 20, 1998 at
the Believer's Baptist Church in
Chesapeake, Va.
Douglas is a pastoral studies
major from Gainsville, Ga. and
Stockmal is a nursing major from
Portsmouth, Va.
The couple plans to honeymoon
in the Poconos of Pennsylvania.
As the Douglases, the couple
plans to serve as missionaries in the
Ukraine.

Z

ack Felter and Heather Blain
are proud to announce their
engagement. A wedding date
of June 12, 1999 is planned.
Felter is a religion/missions
major from Texas and will be graduating this May. Blain is an elementary education major from
Pennsylvania and plans to graduate
in May of '99.
The couple plans to spend their
honeymoon in Cancun, Mexico.

E

ric Ferguson and Shanda
Ramsey proudly announce
their engagement and wedding scheduled for May 7, 2000 in
the Pate Chapel of Thomas Road
Baptist Church in Lynchburg, Va.
Ferguson is a psychology major
from Yakima, Wash, and Ramsey is
also a psychology major and is
from Huntsville, Ala.
The two have not yet finalized
their honeymoon plans.
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"TTJ^" evin Gerber and Amberlyn
• C Fizinger are proud to
J L Jkannouncc their wedding,
planned for July 25, 1998 in Los
Angeles, Calif.
Gerber and Fizinger are both
government majors from Toronto,
Ontario, and Los Angeles, Calif.,
respectively.
The couple's wedding plans
remain a surprise at the time of this
publication.
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avid Goudswaard and
Becky Buckner proudly
announce their plans to be
married on May 23, 1998 at
Calvary Church in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Goudswaard is earning a business degree from Davenport
Business College in Grand Rapids,
Mich, while working full time.
Buckner is a nursing major at
Liberty. Both are from Ada, Mich.
The couple is undecided on their
honeymoon plans, swinging
between traveling to Florida and
taking a cruise.

onathon Geukguezian and
Felicia Gadomski are pleased
to announce their plans to be
married on May 9,1998 in the Pate
Chapel of Thomas Road Baptist
Church, Lynchburg, Va.
Geukguezian is finishing seminary in May and is from Winchester, Va. Gadomski is a junior
nursing major from Lynchburg, Va.
The couple are planning to
spend their honeymoon under the
sun in Jamaica.
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T ^ a u l Kenneth Grubb and
l-^Tracy Marie Arel are proud
Bi^^^SBfc;
J L to announce plans to be mar-^m^^^i ried on June 13,1998 in Pine
Mountain Valley, Ga.
m
\
' 2FC \ZmM
Grubb is a criminal justice
major from Pine Mountain Valley,
ML *-JTrf 1 Tw%
Wr * Ga. and Arel is an elementary education major from Keene, N.H.
Hhiiiii^JiHP^
'
The couple plans to honeymoon
at Disney World in Orlando, Fla.
<Ekud fflenneth &ru6& «fe
GTfHiugf' xAtari0 *Ai*el

limothy Haley and Valeria
Fox are pleased to announce
their plans to be married on
Dec. 18, 1998 at Hillside Baptist
Church in Hornell, N.Y.
Haley is a former Liberty student and Fox is a senior psychology major. Both are from Hornell,
N.Y. '
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yan C. Jasper and Emily E.
Spinelli plan to be married
on June 20, 1998 in
Columbus, Ga.
Jasper is a communications
major minoring in youth ministries
from Vidor, Texas. Spinelli, an education major, is originally from El
Paso, Texas.
The two plan to indulge in a
seven-day cruise to the Caribbean
for their honeymoon.
Engaged while on a Light
Missions trip to the Phillipines
(left), the couple plans to return as
missionaries.
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effrey Kapusta and Michelle
Kelly are pleased to announce
their wedding, planned for
June 6, 1998 in Hollywood, Md.
Kapusta is a youth ministry
major from Annapolis, Md. and
Kelly is an accounting major from
Hollywood, Md.
The couple plans to spend their
honeymoon in Saint Marteen.
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"Love is an tKKesistible destine to be
- Robettf fK05t

M

atthew Robert Knell and
Tabitha Kathryn Peterson
are pleased to announce
their plans to be married on Dec.
19, 1998 at Calvary Bible Church
in Berne, Ind.
Knell is a youth ministry major
from Berne, Ind. and Peterson is an
english major from Dillingham,
Alaska.
The couple had not finalized
their honeymoons at the time of
^Matthew f/to/>vrf &Znell <fc this publication.
0~a6iiA& SffiaiJugfth @$ete**&otv

ob Lawrence and Jennifer
Ward are proud to announce
their upcoming wedding,
planned for Aug. 1, 1998 in
Clinton, Md.
Lawrence is a physical education major from Dover Plains, N.Y.
and Ward is an elementary education major from Cheltenham, Md.
The couple are planning to honeymoon in Jamaica.
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ohn David Lowden and Penny
Lorraine Smith are pleased to
announce their recent engagement and forthcoming wedding,
planned for Aug. 1, 1998 in
Beckley, Va.
Lowden is a double major in
business and government from
Birmingham, Ala. Smith, who is
from Beckley, W. Va., is a former
Liberty student currently majoring
in education at Concord College in
W.Va.
The couple, who were engaged
on January 31, 1998, have not
revealed their honeymoon plans.
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£ \ am Macinta and Lydia Miller
^ W are proud to announce their
W-J wedding, planned for
December 1999 in Cambridge, Md.
Macinta is pursuing a career in
art and Miller is a music education
major at Liberty. Both are from
Cambridge, Md.
The couple is planning on taking a cruise for their honeymoon.

enneth Martin and Krystal
Reed proudly announce
their plans to be married on
Sept. 16,1998 in Marietta, Ohio.
Martin is a paramedic studying
pre-med at Marshall University in
W. Va. Martin is from Danville,
W. Va. Reed is a youth ministry
major from Marietta, Ohio.
The two plan to divide their
honeymoon, spending one week in
a secluded, Smokey Mountain
cabin and another week either on a
cruise or in New York City.

xAUchael jfft>(§u&her- <fc
xNbelle> Gernert

Bridal and Formal

• flohjets
etajts

balloons
• plush .
animals

ichael McCusker and
Noelle Gernert are proud
to announce their plans to
be married on June 13, 1998 in Mt.
Pleasant, Pa.
McCusker, a 1997 Liberty
graduate who majored in business
management, currently managing
LU's Sound Reinforcement.
McCusker is from Chepachet, R.I.
Gernert is an elementary education
major from Greensburg, Pa.
The two plan to spend their honeymoon on Prince Edward Island,
Canada.

• Wedding Attire &
Accessories
• Tuxedo Rentals &
Sales
• Pageant
• Debutante
• Prom
• Jewelry
• Shoes

(tall ext. 4690
'Pttlentine'&

Q&cuf

ifjbecial

including:
1 lb. sirlon, potatoes,
rolls, and side salads
only

Waterlick Plaza
Dairy Queen 237-7030
owned by LU faculty and family

golden,
* corral

Open Mon-Fri: 11am• 10pm Sat:7am-10pm
6201 Fort Ave.

for the ^Perfect ttent.
Sun:7am-9pm

3813 Wards Rd.,
Lynchburg, Va
(across from Wal-Mart)

plete wedding

*****HELP NEEDED*****
Missionaries around the world
need your help this summer.
Contact: Biblical Ministries
Worldwide,
1595 Henington Rd.
Lawrenceville, GA
30043-5616
Ph: (770)339-3500
e-mail:
75534.546@compuserve.com
Check out our web site:
www.biblicalministries.org

$15.99

orever

We Offer:

ridaJL
outxqui
uc

• Photographers
• Wedding
directors
• Alterations

Gi/ts

•

(804) 845-4802

Dee Bauer, Owner
237-5557

and for malm
• Mitchell's tux rentals
from $40
• Wedding gowns from $198
• Dresses for Bride's Maids,
Pageants and Proms
• Invitations

Hours:
lues..Wed.Ave,,
&>, tYi.:Lynchburg
Hi a.m. 6 p.m. Thurs.: i l a.m. 8 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m. 2 p.m.
5 0Man.,
7 Alleghany
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ichael Peyton Morris and
Jennifer Lynn Little are
proud to announce their
wedding, planned for June 2, 1998
at die Rockdale Baptist Church of
Conyers, Ga.
Morris, a 1996 Liberty graduate
in sports management, presently
works for the Atlanta Braves.
Morris is from Conyers, Ga. Littie
is an adolescent psychology major
from Andover, Minn.
The couple plans to honeymoon
in
the
Grand Cayman Islands.
6c

D

avid Schrodt and Katy
Maxfield proudly announce
their wedding, set for June
20, 1998 in Fairfax, Va.
Schrodt, a 1995 Liberty graduate who majored in church ministries/counseling, is currently in
full-time ministry as Christian
recording artist with the group,
"Memphis Swing" based in
Memphis, Tenn. Maxfield is a family and consumer sciences major
from Fairfax, Va.
The couple plans to honeymoon
in Pompano Beach, Fla. and reside
in Memphis, Tenn.
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st Lt. Jason Sklute and Angela
Faith Pugh proudly announce
their forthcoming wedding, set
for May 23, 1998 at Colonial
Heights Baptist Church in Colonial
Heights, Va.
Sklute is a first lieutenant with
the U.S. Army and is stationed at
Fort Lee, Va. Pugh is a nursing
major from Chesterfield, Va.
The couple has planned a 30day honeymoon to Prince Edward
Island and the Eastern Shoreline.
As the Sklutes the two plan to live
in Hopewell, Va.
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H | I 1 ric Smith and Melody
• H r ^ Leight are proud to
• • ' ^|
^P^^Rt:;;
/""J!
1 1 ^announce their forthcoming
1 wedding, planned for June 12,
& i . —«** ,.M BL f^M
•4 ^V '
^f^j P H 1998 at the Anchorage Baptist
W ytk^JM
L^l gfc] Temple in Anchorage, Ala.
Em
Smith is majoring in sports
|^k
• Ik
WSBSmU B H management and Leight is major1 ing in family and consumer sci1 ences. Both are from Anchorage,
^^^^^H
l^k
^
1 Ala.
|^BH^MEB^^Ia^iHiS^^^MilB^^^|B^^^Hfe.
^fzim
|
The two plan to honeymoon in
Hawaii and live in Alaska.
Sf*ic tfmitfa 6c
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TTeremy Thomas and Sharon
1 Himeback are pleased to
%J announce their upcoming wedding, set for May 30 in New Jersey.
Thomas is a music education
major from Athens, Ga. and
Himeback, also majoring in music
education, is from Sicklerville, N.J.
The two have planned to spend
their week-long honeymoon in
Cancun, Mexico.

^e^en^
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T ^ ichard G. Ubele and Laurel
I*. W
fl
Si^. B '
H 1 - ^ L. Vada plan to be married
\
May 16, 1998 in the Pate
^^^^H
H I 2 'AMMhAMtfMBMfe: ML • 1
Chapel of Thomas Road Baptist
Church in Lynchburg, Va.
Y*«MN* £M*!T S
Mfce^W/lfc
Ubele is from Franklinville, N.J.
and Vada is from Dayton, Ohio.
The two are both physical educa-

H f
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tion majors.
As the Vadas, they plan to honeymoon in Venice, Fla. The couple
^
P ^ H&i aspire to eventually own/run a
Christian Sports Camp for youdi.
&. Wmlc 6c

ric Scott Wright and Heather
Noel Mason are proud to
announce their forthcoming
wedding, set for Dec. 19, 1998 at
the Chapelgate Presbyterian
Church in Marriotts-ville, Md.
Wright, a biology major with
secondary teacher certification, is
from Fredericksburg, Va. Mason,
an elementary education major, is
from Sykesville, Md.
The couple are planning on taking a Caribbean cruise for their
honeymoon.
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eter Zipf and Amy Westcoat
are proud to announce their
upcoming wedding, set for
June 20, 1998 at Shawnee Baptist
Church in New Jersey.
Zipf, a 1997 Liberty graduate,
is from Pennsylvania. Westcoat,
who is graduating in May, 1998, is
originally from New Jersey.
The couple have not revealed
their honeymoon plans.
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TOO MUCH
CLUTTER?
SELL IT!

Classifieds

WORK
582-2128
Heeil a loo?
www.primestart.net

WHAT ARE YOU DOING AFTER GRADUATION?
A

merica needs men and women called to bring greater integrity to the government of our nation.
"Those who
. The Robertson School of Government at Regent University is preparing men and women with the foungraduate from the
dational theories and practical skills needed to be effective domestic and international policy-makers, future
university leave
elected officials, legislative aides and government leaders at the federal, state and local levels. Make your
prepared to weigh
interest in America count by pursuing one of our three degree programs:
and address the
toughest issues in the public policy
M.A. IN PUBLIC POLICY • M.A. IN POLITICAL MANAGEMENT
arena with the same concern and
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (M.P.A.)
respect for political freedom and
religious liberty which guided the
For more information and a
Founding Fathers."
free video viewbook, call:
Kay C. James, Dean
(888) 800-7735

Regent University admit-- students y/iiny disability, racv,
gender, color, and national or ethnic origin.

1000 Regent University Drive, Virginia Beach, VA 23464-9800
www.regent.edu/acad/schgov e-mail:govschool@regent.edu

REGENT
UNIVERSITY

ROBERTSON SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT
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The Official Newspaper of Liberty University
Established 1 9 8 3
"...Where the Spirit of the Lord Is, there Is Liberty" (2 Corinthians 3:17)

Just what ore we doing to
Saddam, or are we?
Saddam Hussein can't ignore the wflt of the world, President Clinton says.
Interesting statement, for several reasons. It raises questions, some serious, some
humorous.
On the humorous side, this Is the same president who basically told the warring
factions In Bosnia, I ' m gonna tell youtostop fighting, and if you don't stop, ill say
'stop* again," Better luck this tbnel One wonders, too, what world the president
lives in. Maybe some world somewhere wants another tussle with Iraq, but It ain't
this one..
Only Britain has joined the United States in our latest round of saber-rattling.
Some of our former allies to the Guff have bluntly told u s to butt o u t No more use
of their bases for our troops in an attack on Saddam. Boris Yeltsin used the terra
"world war" to describe what Clinton m a y get himself (and us) into. What are we
dotogowsr there, and are we going to keep up the endless game of cat-and*
with Saddam forever?
the more serious side, why is Clinton s o concerned with what the world
ran*** fhe^l/orld, according to this president crtfisiste <rf t t e
has repeatedly remfojtfed Saddam that he cannot thwart the United Nations.
Why is it so important What the UN thinks, anyway? Clinton's responsibility is
America's national security, not UN peacekeeping. But, UN aside, Clinton had better decide now why we're in fraq and what our policy is. He'd better set one and
sack to It, UN-sanctioned or n o t He'd better decide whether Saddam is a big
enough pest to risk more American lives to dislodge him. And if he goes in again,
hed better finish thVjob.
Our president has beet) in so muchtroubte a t home that his only recourse to save
his spot to the hisiory books & to ntafee P & p e l ^ o ^
moves abroad.
Unfortunately, CUnton is no Napoleon. Lets hope that his rudderless approach to
tee Persian Gulf situation doesnt leave empty spots at some faroir/s table, and
posthtiroous Ihjrpfe Hearts as ^

El Nino takes
i student wardrobes
The past week of rain, slush and freezing temperatures h a s called Into question the sanity of certain dress code regulations. Somehow light slacks and
dresses d l d o t quite fit the bill in the struggle against nature.:
With winds whipping rain almost hprizottfaUy, umbrellas were almost useless. J u s t walking to the commuter parking lot left students soaking wet.
Toying to get from the senior dorms to DeMoss without packing a change of
clothes was almost pointless.
Somehow there needs to be an allowance for El Nino in the dress code.
Here's one suggestion. How about alfowing blue Jeans In such conditions, for
guys a n d girls? They're not waterproof, of course, but they're a big ttnprbve^
rnent over dresses and dress pants.
Who cares if blue Jeans get a hit muddy? On the other liand, dresses or Ught
dress slacks will bear the marks Of red Virginia clay in perpetuity. Students
should be allowed to take proper care of their clothes, and last week's weather just doesn't mixwell with dress code-approved attire.
A professional appearance Is important, h u t let's have a little concern for
student comfort, and our poor clothes too. We're not suggesting wearing wetr;
suits to class, but blue jeans don't make any radical statements. Let's Lake
student comfort into consideration just a bit. Haw about it?

Quotes of the week...
^The heavens declare the glory of God, and the firmament sheweth His
"liwadiSvor'lL* „ -

£••:..•'.',v . .-.<*,. -.

"!:

—Psalm. 19:1

*1 use not only all the brains I have, but all I can borrow."
-»• Woodrow Wilson
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AREN'T \£ /ILL AMERICANS ? ? ?

Let's stop focusing on our
racial differences
I finally came up with a topic for this
week's column. No, I'm not going to write a
squishy Valentine's Day piece. Syrupy prose
doesn't come naturally to me. But I do have
another timer/ topic.
February is Black History Month, set
aside to recognize the contributions black
Americans have made to their country. I
could start a list with Benjamin Banneker,
the architect largely responsible for the original design of Washington, D.C. and end
with Clarence Thomas, one of the two sane
Justices on the Supreme Court today.
Black Americans have made vast additions to this nation. It's appropriate to
honor these, and it's appropriate that
Liberty's Minority and International
Student Organization (MISO) Is doing so.
Speaking of MISO — I have a suggestion.
How about a name change? (I may be picking at semantics, but words do mean things.)
I'd recommend we drop the word "minority"
from the name and purpose of the group.
Now before anybody Jumps to any conclusions, please hear me out My best friend
here at LU Is second-generation ChineseAmerican. My buddy John
Ferguson, chairman of the
College Republicans, is half
Chinese. I'm part Indian (or Is it
"Native American?") myself.
I submit that MISO performs a
great service by helping International students become acclimated to life In America. But why do
we single out all non-white
Americans as "different?"
International students have deflnlte disadvantages of language, culture and
such, which they must overcome to succeed.
But many white international students face
largely the same problems as Korean students. We don't distinguish between Russian
internationals and Nigerian Internationals.
Why lump all non-white Americans In as
"disadvantaged," or as somehow not quite as
American as "the rest of us?"
I'm personally offended, and I suspect
many minority students are too, by the
assumption that America Is white, the
implicit understanding that if you're black
or Hispanic or Asian you're "not like us."
You need a special organization to remind
you that you're not "Just like us."
Now I'm sure that's not the intention
behind MISO at all. But that doesn't alter
my contention that being constantly tagged
as "out of the ordinary" Is not beneficial to
anyone, nor must It be true.
It's almost a microcosm of what's happening on a national scale in politics. Black and
Hispanic Americans (I don't like hyphenated
terms — we're all Americans) are being told
by well-meaning politicians that they should
get special treatment from the government
Whether by affirmative action, hiring
quotas or whatever method, the message is
constantly drummed home. You can't do it

Speak §

yourselves. You're not white. You're not as
capable. Somehow, because of your skin
color alone, you can't achieve the American
dream without the help of a bunch of rich
white guys in Washington.
Well, It may be news to some rich white
guys, but black Americans have done Just
fine sofor.They've overcome huge struggles
to make enormous contributions-to this
nation. Asian Americans too have been very
successful, and are quickly reaching a higher income level than whites.
It's time to stop singling out groups of
Americans as "different," or "outsiders." If the
majority of America was Hispanic, I wouldn't
want to Join a White and International
Student Organization. I wouldnt care for a
constant drumbeat telling me that I'm
strange, I'm out of the loop, I'm not Just as
"normal" as everyone else.
I resent the Idea that black or brown skin
is a disadvantage. God is still no respecter of
persons. A black man carried the cross. One
of the first seven deacons of the Jerusalem
church was black. The early Christians didn't notice color differences.
IVe been on several missions trips
where our mostly white missions
teams have been a distinct minority. But IVe never seen anywhere
else the kind of racial divide I see in
my own backyard. I think the reason is fairly simple.
We as Americans, certainly as
Christian Americans, need to Just
get over it We need to see through
the eyes of Christ He saw people's
^ ^ ™ needs, not their skin color.
Thus I suggest this name change. If a
particular minority student (or white student for that matter) needs special help,
then by all means, let's help him.
But let's quit the labeling game. Let's quit
pretending that blacks, Hlspanics and
Asians all have much in common with each
other, but little with whites, or that all
whites, whatever their nationality, are the
same. Let's quit classifying, segregating,
Balkanlzing ourselves.
On this Black History Month, let's honor
the efforts of black Americans, and
Americans of all races, by making a decision to quit seeing each other as white people or black people or Asians.
All of us who aren't International students are native Americans. We have the
same rights, the same heritage, the same
American Dream. With all the similarities
between us, can't we Just remember that we
all bleed red, rather than pointing out and
magnifying our differences?
There's too much potential In all of us to
hide it behind a cloak of color differences.
Let's stop promoting awareness of racial differences and Instead notice our similarities.
Maybe then we can finally close the racial
divide. A fitting goal for Black History
Month, Is It not?

Minus half a point
for the outfit, and
one for mascara
Despite being postponed due to snow,
the Winter Olympics have infiltrated the
lines of our couch potato defense.
Millions of awe-filled viewers will sack
out with a bag of chips while the world's
greatest athletes Jump, flip, soar, twist,
shoot, and triple flip their way to victory.
Pleasurable as It Is to witness such
acts of sheer athleticism, it's somewhat
perturbing to think that some of the
events are mislabeled by the collective
audience. More precisely, some of the
"sports" of the Nagano games are not
actually sports
at. all. Well, not In
my book anyway.
Let's take for
Instance one of
the most popular events of all:
figure skating.
How can an
event In which
the participant's MATT
makeup, chore- SWINEHART
ography
and
appearance
weigh heavily on the partial minds of
judges be considered a sport?
Nancy Kerrigan apologists came out of
the woodwork after the *94 Olympics In
Lillehammer, Norway. Kerrigan, despite
out-performing Oksana Baiul, begrudglngly settled for the silver medal because
her "artistic impression" failed to equal
that of Balul. What a sham!
Seriously folks, what's next? 1 can Just
hear the Judges now. "Yes, her triple toe
loop was nice, but her foundation doesn't quite match her eyeliner. I'm subtracting half a point" Or, "She did hit all
her Jumps, even the quadruple flip. But,
I'm not sure her outfit reflected the true
sentiment of Whitney Houston when
she wrote 'I Will Always Love You.'" A bit
of a stretch perhaps, but it could happen. Good artistry to one Judge may be
trash to the next
Now, before I'm bombarded by
Michelle Kwanlkaze pilots and nasty letters from Tara Liplnskinites everywhere,
let me reiterate. Figure skaters are fantastic athletes. They perform In a competition, however, not a sport
There are other "sports" that are
debateable. But first, my criteria:
First of all, a sport must rely mainly
on some sort of athletic ability or coordination. Secondly, judges cannot be
responsible for determining the outcome on a subjective basis. (When the
game or event Is over, you should know
who won and who lost)
Gymnastics then, Is not a sport It's an
event, a contest Choreography plays a
big role and oftentimes Judges are biased
In favor of athletes of their own country.
Freestyle skating or snowboardlng
(whatever) Isn't a sport Downhill skiing
is. See the difference?
Those of you who think otherwise
have to ask yourself, how far Is too far?
If you consider figure skating, gymnastics and ice dancing a sport, you must
also Include such heinous events as icesculpture building (requires both skill
and artistic skill), landscaping (requires
physical strength and artistic skill) and
bodybuilding.
Let's get real. Some contests, hobbles
and games Just don't qualify as sports.
Let's take a poll. Aside from those on
the squad Itself and those whoVe done It
In the past, does anyone honestly consider cheerleadlng a sport? I sure hope not
It's not that the guys and gals don't
display strength, balance and coordination. It's just that elements such as the
position of your thumb when clinching a
fist, raised eyebrows and bolsterousness
don't constitute a bona fide sport. Call
me crazy, but that's what I think.
So, as I vegetate in front of the tube
this year, I wonder how many people
realize that It's the Olympic Games, not
the Olympic Sports.

"How do you plan to spend
your Valentine's Day?"

"I'm going on a girls'
night out and to Coffee
House with Jamie
Holmberg."
Amber Englund, So.
Concord, Calif.

"I'm going to spend It
with my fiancee In North
Carolina. It's our fifth
anniversary."
Hoseln Burch, Sr.
Clarkston, Ga.

"I'm going out with
some friends, then on
to Coffee House with
Amber Englund."
Jamie Holmberg, Jr.
Sterling, Va.

"I'm going to be doing
RA exposure
weekend."

Kerrle George, So.
Altoona, Pa.
Photos by Ken Perez
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COMMENTARY
Ability, not "equality," is most important
B y CHRISST REMSBERG
Champion Editorialist

Men and women are not equal. They
never have been and they never should
be. Before getting carried away however,
let's examine this statement further.
Feminists advocate "women's rights"
and equality between the sexes. These
ideals have surfaced among women
demanding positions as firefighters,
police officers and combat soldiers.
These Individuals feel that they have as
much "right" to these positions as males.
On the surface their arguments appear
fair and valid. A closer examination will
prove otherwise.
America has long been referred to as
"the land of opportunity." Americans
pride themselves on "equal opportunity."
However, in recent years, some feminists have tried to convince us that equal
opportunity means that women have a
"right" to positions In the workplace based
more on gender than on competence.
They advocate quotas and affirmative
action as a means of promoting this Idea.
To begin with, the feminist argument Is
not valid. Feminists speak often of
"women's rights." However, no such
rights will ever be found within the

cetve the problems that this brings.
Constitution or Its amendments.
Some military women are demanding to be
According to Webster's Dictionary one definition of the word "right" is, "according to Jus- allowed to fight on the front lines . But they
tice." How is it Just then, when one individ- cannot perform up to the same standards as
ual's "rights" infringe upon those of another? male soldiers. This is a serious issue. Is it fair
That is exactly what feminists do by insist- to put the lives of these men in danger, so that
ing they deserve a position because they are the government can keep feminists happy?
How aboutfirefighters?There are female firewomen. What about a man's "rights" to that
fighters who do not have the strength to carry
very same position?
an adult from a burning buildSecondly, feminists like to
'_ ^ ^ _ ^ _ _
ing. This hits a little closer to
throw around the term "equal
opportunity." They assert that *lf a woman can home. Is it fair to us as citizens
to have our lives Jeopardized In a
the idea of equal opportunity
not meet the
fire because a woman was physdemands that they be given
criteria, she
ically unable to do the Job?
these Jobs.
The fact is, the feminist arguHowever, equal opportunity should not have
ment is a fallacy. It calls for a
promises no person a Job, Just
the job."
system of business and governthe opportunity to try to attain
ment that cannot survive.
a Job. After all, shouldn't men
In a broad sense, feminism is degrading to
have as much opportunity to obtain a Job as
women? If so, then aren't quotas limiting a women. Feminism tells society that women
must be given their Jobs, because they cannot
man's opportunities?
How about the fairness of the feminist argu- earn them by their own merits. They would
ment? They have demanded that in those high- replace qualified individuals who have earned
ly physical, highly strenuous Jobs the stan- their Jobs with unqualified individuals for the
sake of "equality."
dards be lowered because they are women.
It Is true that a woman is not less human
This, in turn, allows women who are not
physically capable of performing certain than a man. She should have the same
duties to be hired anyway; while men are still rights as any American citizen, but men and
required to be able to perform these tasks. women are not equal. They have different
One does not have to look very hard to per- responsibilities within society, and when

'^EQUALITY, • hmn
these responsibilities are confused,
chaos occurs.
If a woman can pass the same physical and intellectual tests, then she
should be given the job, but standards
should not be lowered.
But if a woman cannot meet the criteria, she should not have the job. If this
means that some Institutions will

?

remain all male, so be it
Women need to begin to take pride in
who they are. They have a privileged and
respected place in society. By seeking
equality with men, women would be taking a step down from the high level of
respect and protection that is given to
them by men. It's time for women to Just
be women.

Two wrongs don't make a right Clinton needs to be honest
with the American people
By CHRIS WILLIAMS
Champion Editorialist

On Thursday, Jan. 29, a bomb went
off. When rescue crews arrived on the
scene, a nurse was in critical condition
and a security guard was dead.
Once again, America was faced with
the horrors of domestic terrorism. But
this time the press pointed a collective
finger at the religious right for the
bombing of a n abortion clinic In
Birmingham, Ala.
It's no secret that the religious right is
pro-life. It's also no secret that there are
some misguided souls who believe the
closing of every abortion clinic, by any
means whatsoever, Is acceptable.
But this time, someone is dead
because of an Irresponsible act of terrorism. Whether or not the pro-life
movement Is behind the bombing is
unknown, but the press seems to have
decided that responsibility for this
atrocity is to be placed on the collective
shoulders of the members of the religious community.
There is no excuse for the bombings.
Bombings never help. They can only
hurt the pro-life cause. Some people
now see Christians and Immediately
think that all Christians believe In a type
of "holy war" against abortion clinics. All
because of a few misguided souls,
Christians are harmfully stereotyped.
All the steps that Christians have
taken toward abolishing abortion can be
destroyed by one outbreak of violence.
Additionally, it weakens some Christians'
resolve because they don't want to be
linked with the right-wing extremists the
press portrays them to be.
This bombing Is a serious blow to all
people, Christian and non-Christian. It
also hurts the chance of a Christian
witness, since the families of the victims will not want to listen to "the
killers" of their loved ones.
Who will now provide for that person's family? Who will tell that person's

children that Daddy died because some
murderous lunatic, who never saw
him, didn't agree with Daddy's job?
Future requests for demonstrations
will be scrutinized by cities and may
well be denied, all because of the fear
this one Incident has generated.
Defense of the
unborn
will
now be curtailed In some
communities.
They will fear
Christians,
not
God's
wrath.
The person
or
persons
who committed such a
crime deserve
no less than
the death penalty. No one
places bombs
without premeditation.
Whether it
was intended
to kill or not
doesn't matter.
The fact still
remains that a
person is dead.
The death
penalty
is
warranted in
this case. This
event has not
shown
the
love of Christ,
but the hatred
of man.
As investigators continue to work,
they'll
find
out who is
considered a
suspect.

Christians should pray that a fellow
believer is not the perpetrator. If so,
the pro-life cause will be set back in
such a way that It may never garner
the support it h a s had. This should
hurt all who believe in the sanctity of
life — born and unborn.

However, his approval ratings fell
throughout the Investigation process as he
Champion Editorialist
refused to turn over certain tape recordOK, folks, enough is enough. How ings from his office. Finally the House
many times do we have to catch President Judiciary Committee decided to bring
Clinton with his hand In the proverbial Impeachment charges against Nixon.
The reason people were so unhappy
cookie Jar to get him to stop lying and
admit that he is unfit for the presidency? with the president? They felt they couldn't
It's not that he's been a bad president, trust him. It wasn't the break-in that outthe problem Is that he seems to be an raged the American people. It was the dishonesty involved In covering up the event,
altogether bad person.
Some have argued that the president At least Nixon had the decency to resignUnfortunately, the voters have reaped
should be allowed to perform his responsibilities to the country without being dis- what they've sown with this particular
tracted by his moral problems. Many peo- president. They voted him into office
ple are willing to allow these Issues to wait twice, all the while trying to separate his
morality from his politics.
until after his term ends
What is it going to take for
before dealing with them.
That's Just fine.assum- "The voters have this country to see that the
two go hand in hand?
ing Americans want to
reaped what
First he "didn't" have the
leave the nation In the
affair with Gennifer Flowers
hands of a wolf In sheep's
they've sown
and now he admits he did?
clothing. If a church conwith this
It's acceptable for him to He
gregation found out that
president."
to his wife as long as he tells
their pastor was an
escaped convict, would the — — — — •————?• us the truth? Anyone who
church avoid dealing with the issue so a s would violate the most sacred, private
covenant one can make with another
not to disturb his "ministry?"
What's worse Is that America has been human being — the marriage covenant —
through situations like this before, but our surely cannot be expected to tell the truth
collective standards seem to keep getting to a nation of strangers.
So now America simply makes excuses
lower and lower. About 25 years ago, the
nation was stunned by the Watergate affair for her fearless leader who has betrayed
her once again. Even his own staffers
under the presidency of Richard Nixon.
Many Liberty students may not be old don't know how to cover for him this
enough to personally remember what time, so our commander In chiefs dirty
happened, or maybe Just haven't paid laundry Is being aired for the whole
world to see.
enough attention in history class.
It's about time the voters ask Mr.
So as a memory refresher, Nixon allegedly had a role In the illegal entry into the Clinton to fulfill his end of the bargain
Democratic party campaign offices during and take responsibility for his actions. Is
his 1972 re-etection campaign. The presi- a little truth too much to ask? How about
dent's approval ratings were extremely sticking to your original story, Mr.
high In the early days of the Investigation. President? Now we know how Hillary
must feel.

By BETH LEE

Oprah's beef scare is bogus
By SUZIE FULKS
Champion Editorialist

When Oprah Winfrey speaks, apparently America listens. Her show of April
16, 1996 raised fears that so-called
"mad cow disease" might appear In
American beef. After the show aired, cattle prices dropped 10 percent by the end
of the month. The comments made,
Texas cattlemen argue, have badly damaged America's beef industry.
The cattlemen are taking Oprah Winfrey,
her Harpo Productions Inc., U.S. Humane
Society official Howard Lyman and King
World Productions to court for $10.3 million and an unspecified amount for punitive
damages for defaming the beef Industry.
At first, the media led us to believe that
Oprah had nothing to worry about.
Oprah didn't do anything but expose the
fear of a real, life-threatening disease,
bovine spongiform
encephalopathy
(BSE), or mad cow disease, which Is a
brain-deteriorating disease that had
attacked cattle in Britain In the late
1980s. Many believe it disseminated
through cattle feed containing ground-up
sheep parts (such actions were outlawed
In Britain in 1989).
But Oprah did much more, and tills is
why she should be forced to pay up to the
Texas beef producers.

The lineup of guests was nearly unani- ease was probably spreading that way,
mous In their condemnation of beef pro- potentially linking similar human illnessducers. Anti-meat activist Howard es with the disease of the cattle.
Lyman; a woman who stated her grandLyman had said that 100,000 cows in
daughter contracted a braln-deteriorat- the United States die annually for no realng disease from eating beef; a man son and are ground up and fed to other
whose son died from E. coll poisoning cows. "If only one of them has 'mad cow
and a woman who said her mother-in- disease," that h a s the potential to infect
law died recently after contracting the thousands," he said.
disease in 1986, all lined up to voice their
There's never been a case of mad cow
anger with the Industry.
disease in this nation and the practice of
Only two people appeared on Oprah's feeding cattle to cattle ended the month
show to defend the preparations of beef in before the show aired. But did Oprah
H B a a ^ allow that fact to air on her
the United States, Dr. Gary
mmmmmmmm
popular show? Not at all.
Weber, a spokesperson for
"Apparently,
the National Cattlemen's Beef
The jurors at the
Oprah only
Association and Dr. William
Amarillo trial watched the
Hueston of the U.S. Dairy
television version of the
cared about
Administration (USDA).
show followed by the
What ever happened to pushing her own unedited version. A plaintiffs chart showed that
Journalistic ethics in allowvegetarian
two-thirds of Lyman's
ing both sides to equally give
agenda."
remarks made it on the
their views? Apparently,
Oprah only cared about pushing her own show, while statements promoting the
safety of beef were edited out.
vegetarian agenda.
"The Oprah show scared people and
Part of what caused all this ruckus was
the fact that Oprah and Lyman referred scared the markets," plaintiff Bill
nine times In one form or another that O'Brien said. "The markets reacted to
the feeding of processed livestock to cat- the way the show was produced and the
way it was delivered."
tle Is "feeding cows to cows".
John Lacey, president of the National
The practice of feeding pelletized dead
livestock to cattle was common In Britain Cattlemen's Beef Association, put it best.
until It was discovered that mad cow dls- He said that the "Irresponsible and
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biased show has done
a great damage to the
(£>f Justice]
million American farm
and ranch families
who raise cattle.
"The show, giving
anti- meat activists a
'j
platform for biased
and unsubstantiated
claims about beef, also
has done a tremen\ V,
/ /
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dous disservice to millions of American consumers.
"The show was one of
beef-bashing — not a
responsible discussion
p*9 .*Tpf
of BSE and the safety
of the American beef
vf~Z— . sew •Jf\\ ^ K r Ov
supply. You took a
complex
technical
n
J—
issue and turned it Into
next
time
Oprah
Winfrey
wants
to
take
on
an hour of unjustified scare-mongering."
Many people believe Oprah was simply such an Issue, she'd better remember to
stating her opinion, since many believe show both sides of the story. The beef
most of the furor has to do with her now- Industry has every right to sue Oprah
infamous quote: "It has Just stopped me over the biased program.
The people have the right to know
cold from eating another burger". But there
was much more to It than the media let on. about such issues as food safety, but as
It's not that hard to figure out that the a respected talk show host and Journaltalk show host has a beef with the cattle ist, Oprah should have kept her own
industry, and was trying to take her agenda out of it, and allowed both sides
vendetta to the American public. The to have their say.
•
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Batters ready to take
a swing at '97 record
action for the first part of the season due to a shoulder Injury, leaving a temporary hole In the rotation. Paige Hurley Is slated to be
LU's closer.
"Success, this year, will be
because we play as a team, and we
play for the Lord," Harrell said. "If
we don't work hard and keep Him
number one, we will fail."
In the field, Liberty looks solid.
Dave Daulton will make a switch
from the outfield to short stop.
The Benham brothers, Jason and
David, will fill their respective roles
at third base and behind the plate.
Both are coming off outstanding
Junior seasons. Ben Barker will also
return his talents at second base.
Sophomore Jim Clinton will fill
Liberty's designated hitter role.
Clinton brings power to the plate
and will be counted on to get the
Job done. Steve Wright, Liberty's
leading home-run hitter in *97, will
also be a leading batsman. Clay
Bailey, Ryan McClellan, Barker
and the Benham's will also play
major roles on the offensive side.
The season kicks off Wednesday,
Feb. 18, at UNC Greensboro, vs. a
team currently ranked In the preseason USA Today poll. The
Spartans loom as one of LU's
toughest opponents of the year,
along with Duke and UVa.
Liberty will return to Florida during spring break for the Homestead
Challenge Tournament
The confidence and eagerness of
the Flames Is evident even In practice. The 1998 season looks to be a
great one for LU baseball.
"If we don't win 40 games and
the Big South, this season will be a
disappointment" Barker said.

By MARK HOGSED
Champion Reporter

The beginning of the 1998 baseball season Is Just around the corner, and Liberty has the talent and
confidence to make this an exciting and successful year.
Last season, LU finished with a
disappointing 25-32 record. After a
slow start, they used the Spring
Break Homestead Challenge Tournament in Florida as the catalyst to
a solid second half of the season.
LU is also coming off of a good fall
warm-up season In which many
new players gained valuable experience, and the veterans fine-tuned
their skills. "We displayed enthusiasm Hke never before," senior third
baseman Jason Benham said.
"We're a totally new program."
The "98 roster Includes 12
seniors, along with several key
underclassmen. "Well rely on our
experience this year. Any of our
seniors can come in and play at
any time," Benham said.
Dave Pastors' advancement from
pitching coach to head coach brings
an added dimension to Flames baseball. "Coach Pastors Is very strategy
oriented. He's Intense during practice which keeps us focused," second
baseman Ben Barker said.
This squad's pitching staff Is
"the best looking staff since I've
been here," senior starting pitcher
Tim Harrell said. Harrell will be
joined by his brother Brian and
Benjl Miller as the core of the starting rotation. This trio combined for
17 wins last season.
Joey Mueller and Ryan Morris
will also be looked to for pitching
help. Senior Phil Kojak is out of
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Streak continues
every point arid possession
counted, JUiberty took advantage
tight in the second half, Che of thefieefotes.the lady Flame*
Eagles' accurate guns.keptthem frtspsnted the charily stripe and
m the game and led to the GT. accumulated 30 points (of 38
The Irani sank M percent from attempts.) In the same category,
the floor (13 ofM), including 00 WU taUtetf XH points to 21 tries,
percent from long-distance*
uberty'i star trio each con*
"With 14 seconds left* we Just trlbuted double digits In the win,
had to keep them from making Sarah Wllkerson led the group
the test basket," tOs$eleva $»& With 21 pOtotsatid ateo snagged
:
"Then we'd have a whole five five of ixls-12 steals. Her sister
minutes, and we'd have to finish Sharon added 20 and Klsseteva
netted 17.
tt in cAiertiine^
H o n WllUe commanded LU's
the^ Fterne^raade 31 percent of
their field goals e s of 70) to the rebounding efforts. She muscontest, and Wete 27 percent aoCu- cled 12 huge boards and added
eight potoM
rate (3 i ljfioin three>potntrlantl
"to ewtifere^
they rifeeej The flames ready for a final
to be a little more consistent,'' conference run as four of their last
Reeves said. This Just shows how five contests pose them against
Big South foea In Its last home
tough oU£feague Is,". ,;:>
game,
W plays Ek>r»M>. 1$.
to «ich a cloaie game where
— Continued from Page 14

SARENA BEASLEY

TAG YOU'RE IT ... I MEAN OUT — LU's Mark Reed sets to
make the tag In a one of last season's games. The Flames
innaugurate the '98 season Wednesday, Feb. 18 at UNC
Greensboro vs. the nationally ranked Spartans.

Mtras Snttnn* -

SARAH S T E A t r A GfcANCB AT THE OPTIONS ~ Sarah
the league in assists per game with 5.7.

Skaters disappointed with effort
— continued from Page 14
looking forward to the playoffs."
Aiding the onslaught, Duke
added one more goal to the second
period. The lone spark of the
Flames flickered after Intermission.
LU freshman center Jeff Lowes
accepted a smooth pass from right
winger Andrew Tattrie and
"schooled" three Dukesters plus the
goalie. The goal would prove to be

SARENA BEASLEY

the first and last mark on the
Flames' side of the scoreboard.
To ice the annihilation, the
Devils finished with a pair of goals
in the final period.
Penalties snuffed any momentum the Flames attempted to create throughout the game. The
Flames played at least one man
down for most of the game. A total
of 14 penalties was called against
LU and only eight against Duke.

"The penalties hurt us. I'm lost
for words. We didn't play as a
team," Liberty Head Coach
Corrado Puglisi said, "We are to the
playoffs, but we dldnt play like a
playoff team."
Tattrie added, "We were slow out
there. tWe) dldnt get many shots.
Our heads Just weren't in the game."
The LU hockey team will attempt
to defend its ACC Championship
Title In Charlottesville, Va Feb. 28.

Get your car
ready for

DEVILS FACE FIRE FULL FORCE — Duke's Blue Devils spent some serious minutes at
the mouth of LU's goal. Duke demolished the Flames 7-1 Friday, Feb. 6.

COME

CELEBRATE
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HEARTY SPAGHETTI PLATTER
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SPAGHETTI TOMATO ALFREDO
loiihito mill Alfirdo Silica- -nlc h s

ALL YOU CARE TO EAT s 4.29
Spaghetti (Tomato or Meat Sauce) & 20 oi. Soft Drink
TUESDAYS ONLY!

PIZZA & PASTA COMBO "4.19
Double Slice Pizza (Qieese or Pepperoni),
Spaghetti (Tomato Sauce) and 20 oz. Soft Drink.

2629 Wards Rd./832-1200
http://www.pbweb.com/faiolis

2629 Wants Rd./832-1200
http://www.pliweb.cam/fozolis
Not —J « * my mm ofca 0m oovpon v pmon pm on* 'Jmi « pMapMng Firfl onV & # • • VUM

NOnkla* n ohf ofen 0r»coupon f¥pmon P * < * * V*J.:putbfMng F«nllonly Exptro VOM

CHUNG KING restaurant
CARRY OUT
and DELIVERY
BANQUET FACILITIES
711BTIMBERLAKERD
LYNCHBURG

HOURS:
11:30am - 2:30pm • Lunch Buffet:
4:30pm- 11pm'DINNER:
4:30pm TO 10:30pm
FAMILY Thurs-Fri-Sat Night
BUFFET Sunday 11:30am - 2:30pm

AUTHENTIC

CHINESE
CUISINE

239-3444 =«•

Don't miss the Champion
CarCare Issue
Publication: March 10
Ad deadline: March 2
Champion Advertising: 804-582-2128
Champion e-mail dcdavis@libefty.edu
iSwB;;*
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Harris Teeter
Your N e i g h b o r h o o d Food M a r k e t
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isn't one. The United States,
Two more goals came in the
B y MATT K B B N A N
through Monday morning, has yet third en route to an Impressive 7-1
Assistant Sports Editor
to post a single medal although 18 drubbing of the Swedes.
A couple weeks before the 1998 have already been
Shots on
Winter Games were scheduled to awarded. Germany and
goal heavily
start, Olympic organizers In Italy led the medal
favored USA
Nagano were worried that they count with three each.
47-3. Karyn
wouldn't have enough
The US women's ice • A crowd of 3, 607 wit- Bye led the
snow, so they started
hockey team Is shining nessed
the
first
ever attack with
trucking In tons
bright after its first women's Olympic ice hock- two
goals
of snow makOlympic game. They ey game featuring
China which kept
ing machines.
the
women
impressively crushed and the U.S.
Now, harsh
China in a first
undefeated.
winter storms
round game 5-0.
Germany's
and heavy fog
Cammle Granoto scored twice George Hackl became the early
have forced the
to lead her team to the easy star of the Olympics when he postfirst couple days of
victory.
ed a n unprecedented third straight
competition for skiThe women's team from Olympic gold medal in the men's
ing, cross country ski
Canada proved why singles luge title. American hopeing and snowboardlng
they're the team to beat fuls A d a m Heidt a n d Wendel
to be cancelled.
Canada
pummeled Suckow finished fourth a n d fifth
The Olympic weather serhost Japan 13-0. The respectively j u s t missing a medal
vice has reported that some
Canadians out-shot
82.5 Inches of snow drape the
Japan 64-3. USA is
\>:
men's downhill course, 67
looking forward
inches on the snowboardlng
to a possible
venue and 48 Inches cover the
• The US leads all countries
gold
medal
cross country course.
with 195 athletes
participatmatch vs. Canada.
Several hundred Jap*
ing in the Nagano Games.
The American women
anese soldiers were sent in to try to went back to work quickly after
shovel out the snow, but near bliz- their debut victory. USA battled
zard conditions were more than Sweden early Monday morning. by one thousandth of a second.
they could
In another debut Olympic sport,
Game time was slated
handle.
the Americans aren't doing a s well
for 2 a.m. (EST).
After the
After an early 1-1 tie a s projected. The US women's curlfirst
two
at the end of the first ing team dropped a narrow 7-6
days of com- • 13 women competed in the period, t h e Americans decision to Canada while the men's
Pf***0?- J 8 first Olympic winter games in whipped u p four goals team lost its first match 6-2 to
? * * * * * * Chamonix, France in 1924.
jn a span of six minutes Sweden. However, t h e early losses
to
Americans
. ,BKOT^fflB8§gg®sa^^^^^M
break the game open don't eliminate USA from a medal
in curling.
ts that there w l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W l f H B M B l 5-1 after two periods.
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8 sum. - 4:30 pjn.
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

Madame Pel
1 lb. Pkg. Florida Grown

FreshStaeet

Strawberries
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Business Hours:

One Dozen

Rates:
Open/Commercial
$3.30 - 1st 15 words
220 each word over IS

Attention Getters
Bold 1st line
Large 1st line (12 pt) . .1 time charge
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge

Student/Faculty Rate*:
$2.00 - 1st IS words
150 each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

(804) 582-2128
Champion Special:**
40% off afterfirstrun of ads with 3 or more runs.
••Rates only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES.

Symbols
Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
XLarge (14 pt)

..500
.$1.00
.$1.50

Symbols to choose
Stars: -kick
Checks: • • •

Convenient to LU, 2 BR brick duplex in
Sandusky, all electric, large rooms, must SUMMER INTERNSHIPS - EARN
see to appreciate, $350, 239-4238 / 846- $300 - $600 & GAIN VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE selling
4661
yellow page advertising in your
1 Bedroom apartment available to cou- University's Telephone Directory the
ple (preferably) in exchange for part- SUMMER. Excellent advertising/
time work on Emu Farm. 20 minutes sales/PR. RESUME BOOSTER. Call
from campus. Call 586-8640.
College Directory Publishing: 800-4662221 ext 230 or 288. visit our site at
http:///www.campusdirectory.com
*
*
*
Calendar wall clock - 10" diameter,
Help Wanted
quartz, gives day, date and time $35. Men/Women earn $375 weekly processCall anytime 525-3178 or 239-0204
ing / assembling Medical I.D. Cards at
home. Immediate openings, your local
Wedding veil, cathedral train and bridal area. Experience unnecessary, will train.
bouquet $75 or $35 ea. Call anytime Call
Medicard
1-541-386-5290
525-3178, 239-0204.
Ext,118M

Summer Camp!
Seeks STAFF
with deep commitment
to CHRIST.

1 time charge
1 time charge
1 time charge

n/c
$1.00
$1.50

Rock Climbing, Riding, Mountain
Biking, Swimming, White Water
Canoeing, Arts, Backpacking, High
Ropes Course, Tennis, Cooks,
MORE...

KAHDALKA-uiris
CHOSATONCiA-i„.,s
awesome!!
2500 Morgan Mill Road
Brevaid, NC 28712
(704) 884-6834,
kahdalea@citcom.net

Are you ready for the best,
most challenging summer of your entire life?

Crosses: t t t
Hearts:
Arrows: > » •

FREE T-SHIRT+$1,000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any campus organization can raise up to $1,000 by earning
a whopping S5.00/VISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive FREE T-SHIRT.
EARN $750-$1500 / WEEK
Raise all the money your group needs by
sponsoring a VISA Fundraiser on your
campus. No investment & very little
time needed. There's no obligation, so
why not call for information today. Call
1-800-323-8454 x 95.
Part-time position available immediately at an optometrist office.
Approximately 8 - 15 hours per week,
includes most Saturdays until 1 p.m.
Glasses and / or contact lens wearer preferred. $5.50 per hour. Transportation
necessary. Please mail a brief resume or
letter to Dr. Victor Weatherholt, 1658
Graves Mill Road, Lynchburg, VA
24503. No phone calls please.
Holiday Lake 4-H Center Summer
Camn
Staff
Positions:
Staff
Coordinator, Waterfront
Director,
Resident Lifeguard, Nurse/ EMT, Store
Keeper/ Office Assistant Instructors:
Canoeing, Riflery, Archery, Outdoor
Living Skills, Ropes Course (high and
low), Barn Animals,
Forestry,
Performing Arts. Application deadline:
March 6, 1998, Employment period;
June 1-August 14,1998. Contact: Brvan
Branch Program Director (804) 2485444 Rt. 2 Box 630 Appomattox, VA
24522 EOAA.

. , Travel . | | |
.v wK#»>

T

hen you need to apply
to work at Hume Lake
Christian Camps in the
beautiful Sierra Nevada
Mountains as part of our
1998 summer staff.
We're coming to your campus to interview potential
staff. Get in touch with the
Hume contact person on
"your campus or your career
center to set up an interview
and pick up an application.

•••SPRING BREAK '98 SPECIALS!*** $50 discount w / student
I.D. to the Bahamas! No second semester price increases! Sell only 15 trips &
travel free! Call CLASS TRAVEL,
North America's largest student tour
operator! Call now! 1-800-838-6411

' TWO

2 Hr. Mountain

vjc M fcQO

Chocolate Fudge
T *
Sweetheart Cake~Jm
LAST WEEK Left
to Sign Up

Diet Pepsi or

^

DO IT TODAY!
HUME LAKE
CHRISTIAN CAMPS

Contact person at your campus Shelly Seibert
Dates of recruiting visit February 16 & 17

Effective Through Feb. 17,199S
PrtaesfoThisAdEftBCtiv«V\fe]nasdtyftti%^
OiUy.V\kRe*^veTt*kiyht'lbUiutyuaiiUtie*Nu^^
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Nagano noise
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Eagles fight Flames to the finish
Lady Flames
narrowly escape
Eagles' talons

Reed misses shot;
WU wins 65-64

By LAURELEI MILLER
Sports Editor

Wlnthrop's Mandy Brltt held the ball and
Liberty's untarnished record In the palms of her
hands with Just 14 seconds left In regulation.
Tied at 70, the Lady Eagles had one last shot
at upsetting one of the nation's only two undefeated Dtv. 1 college basketball teams. As time
ticked down, Brltt — from three-point land —
launched a wide open ... air ball which sent the
Big South bout to overtime.
In their first OT this season, the Lady Flames
(21 -0,8-0 Big South Conference) edged the Eagles
(1 -6,3-16) 77-72 Saturday, Feb. 7, In a battle that
raged down to the wire on WLTs home court
Leigh-Ann Pursifull championed the Eagle
offense with 29 points during regulation.
Jennifer Castle followed with 14.
According to Flames Head Coach Rick Reeves,
Liberty double-teamed Perslfull on that last shot
which left Brltt (eight points) wide open.
"We were gonna let Brltt take that shot,"
Reeves said. "Nothing against her,... but we were
playing the percentages."
After each team failed to convert in two OT
trips to the bucket, LU's Elena Klsseleva — in
'dramatic fashion — broke the tie. With the shot
clock ticking down to single digits, Sarah
Wllkerson put up a shot that missed the mark.
Klsseleva scrambled to the floor to grab the long
rebound, and with Just one second on the shot
clock — not enough time to stand up — the
Russian knocked down a basket from her knees
to give Liberty a 72-70 advantage.
"I aimed at the rim," Klsseleva said. T was Just
hoping to reset the shot clock and gtve us a
chance to get the rebound, and well, it went In!"
Wlnthrop knotted the score for the last time
with Just over two minutes remaining.
Klsseleva struggled with her shot throughout
regulation, but she created offense In extra
Innings. Of LU's seven OT points, Klsseleva contributed six: a pair each of field goals and free
throws. She made four of 21 field goals In the
game and sank nine of 14 from the foul line.
With the Flames up by Just one, Klrstyn Bliss
snagged a key OT steal Inside the paint that prevented WU from taking a lead. Klsseleva converted the turnover Into a bucket, and after Wlnthrop
missed a three-point attempt with 20 seconds
remaining, they had to foul LU's players.
Neither team ever controlled a significant lead
In the contest Sarah Wllkerson nailed two foul
shots to tie the game at Intermission—only LU's
third halftlme tie all season.
Wlnthrop's sharp-shooting kept the contest
— Please see Streak, Page 12

Thursday
night woes

H U E S LAWHOBN

ACTION JACKSON —
LU senior Larry
Jackson snaps a trey all the way.
By MATT KEENAN
Assistant Sports Editor

The Wlnthrop men's basketball team entered
the Furnace Saturday Feb. 7, and left with a huge
65-64 conference win over the Liberty Flames.
LU came Into the game favored against the Big
South's basement team, but WU's Robbie Waldrop
had something to say about that Waldrop, who
didn't practice all week because of a sprained
ankle, scored 19 points, nailing slx-of-eight from
behind the arc to lead the Liberty upset
In a neck and neck game, the Flames (8-13, 3-4
Big South Conference) blew their one last chance to
win the game. With 40 seconds left, LU's Larry
Jackson hit a trey to knot the score at 64. Wlnthrop
(5-16, 2-6) worked the ball around the perimeter
before Waldrop popped open In the corner. The WU
frosh let the ballflyfromlong distance withfiveticks
to go before he was hacked by LU senior Mark Reed.
Waldrop hit his first free throw, missed his next
two, and left the door wide open for the Flames.
However, Liberty had used Its final timeout to Ice
Waldrop at the line. Reed rebounded Waldrop's
last miss and surprisingly launched a three-quarter court shot with three seconds left. Time
expired as the ball missed its mark, and WU players heaved It skyward In Jubilation.
"No question at all, this was the biggest win for us
all year long," WU Head Coach Dan Kenney said.
Jackson became LUs all-time leading three-point
shooter when he connected on his third trey of the
night with 1:12 remaining. "In spite of the loss, It
was Just a tremendous overall effort by Larry," LU
Interim Head Coach Randy Dunton said.
Jackson carried the team on his back, scoring
17 of the teams' final 20 points totalling a career
high of 26. "I looked up at the scoreboard and saw
that we needed some points, so I just decided to
take over," Jackson said.
Wlnthrop entered the contest as the league's
worst three-point shooters averaging 28 percent
But the Eagles landed 50 percent of their attempts
behind the arc — ultimately deciding the outcome.
Liberty attempted 20 more shots (27) than WU
from the foul line. However, the Flames missed 10.
LU's last four games are BSC battles at home.

SHAWN ELDMDQE

SHE WHO JUMPS THE HIGHEST, POCKETS POINTS — Radford's
Kim Cruise i s n o m a t c h for LU's Elena Klsseleva, w h o leads t h e
Flames scorers with an average of 2 1 ppg.

i/o\.

8-1, 14-8
1. Liberty
8-0, 21-0 1. VNC Asheville
6-2, 12-9
2. Radford
7-1,10-11 2. Radford
4-5,10-10
3. Charleston Southern 4-4, 9-12 3.UMBC
4. Coastal Carolina 4-4, 7-13 4. Coastal Carolina 4-5, 8-14
3-4, 8-13
5.UMBC
2-6, 5-15 5. Liberty
2-6, 5-16
6. VNC Asheville
2-7, 3-17 6. Winthrop
7. Winthrop
1-6, 3-16 7, Charleston Southern 2-6, 5-17

Devils devastate Flames 71 in LU hockey's season

Track succeeds at VMl
By KERRY RODRIGUEZ
Champion Reporter

The Liberty men's
and
women's track team fared well In
its second meet of the semester,
Saturday Feb. 7.
LU's men ran away with a trio
of first place finishes at the
Indoor Winter Relays hosted by
Virginia Military Institute, and
the Lady Flames earned one second and one third place.
The distance medley team of
Chuck Lyngas, Shawn Davis,
Chris PoUulkls and Josh Cox,
finished first for the Flames with
a time of 10:23.7.
In one of the final events,
Liberty's 4x400m relay squad of
Marlon Tanner, Dennis Johnson,
Drew Ellenburg and Cedric
Pollard out-ran opponents for the
number one spot turning In a
time of 3:24.9.
The relay team combined different talent than last year's.
After losing Hoseln Burch and
Carlton McDuffle, newcomers
Johnson and Ellenburg performed well.
Besides participating on LU's
winning 4x400 team, Tanner hurdled Ills way to victory In the 55m

By PAUL PIERSON
Champion Reporter

SyUtEHA BEAALXY

STICK IT TO 'EM — Darren Dick clashes sticks with a Devil in
Friday nights six-goal routing. The Flames claimed fourth in the
league to capture the last playoff s p o t

The Devils' heat melted the
Flames Ice hockey team Friday,
Feb. 6, as Duke squelched
Liberty's offense and won 7-1 —
much to the disappointment of the
record 700-plus LU fans.
Although the Flames dropped to
6-5 In the league and 8-11 overall,
they will still be able to participate in
the playofls. Of the seven teams in
the Atlantic Coastal Conference,
Thanks to a Virginia Tech loss,
Liberty finished fourth, claiming the
final conference spot in the playofls.
Duke dominated the first period
with a tenacious offense that
exploded for four goals. The Blue
Devils established an offense that
patiently waited for the Flames'
defense to relax. LU Captain Nell
Nicholson said, "We had a defensive breakdown as a whole. They
beat us to the puck and a lot of
their goals were second chances.
Right now we Just need to correct
the things we did wrong, and we're
— Please see Skater*, Page 12
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race crossing the finish In 7.63.
After fighting through a knee
Injury from earlier in the meet,
Tanner said, Today I'm going to
be the new Nike logo, 1 can'."
With yet another superb performance, Tanner earned second In
the Men's 400m dash with a time
of 50.51. Teammate Pollard followed at third finishing in 50.81.
Leading the performance of
LU's women, Jaquay Reld finished second In the 400m dash
turning In a time of 59.66.
LU's Panthera Seymour placed
third in the 200m dash with a finish of 26.94, .08 out of second.
Liberty's track squad lost a
number of seniors last year, and
the deficit made a small dent In
the performance of the team in
its first meet at Virginia Tech, but
the VMl results were brighter.
"Coach (Brant Tolsma) said
that he saw a lot of good things. I
had a decent day," Brian Cook
sald."Wlthout the bad days, I
couldn't have good days."
"I think that today we've taken
the negatives and turned them
Into positives," LU senior CoCaptaln Holly Deem said.
The Flames compete at George
Mason Feb. 13-14.

Given a senior workload and
this massive job, I don't get to
soak up all of the TV sports
that I would like to.
Too often I'm forced to rely
on web page summaries and
hand-picked highlights to keep
a grip on what's hapnln' in the
athletic realm — and with the
Olympics here, that's just
klllln' mel I'm a die-hard
Olympic fan. Any sport, anytime, anywhere I want to feel
like a part of It all.
Anyway, my point is that
although my time Is limited,
there are some matchups that I
rearrange my schedule for, stay
up extra late doing other Work
for and even sacrifice sleep for.
Last Thursday night was
just one of those mega-sportsjunkle nights, and I had been
Jooklng forward to It for weeks.
The nation's top two men's
college basketball teams were
slated to face off. Everyone
loves to see the topdogs grapple, but for me, this year's
drama of it all was even more
enticing because my favorltest
team DUKE (Tve screamed for
Duke since my pre-adolescent
days) would be playing its
fiercest rival, North Carolina.
And ... as an appetizer to
the big boy bash, Fox advertised a long-awaited, fece-tofiace meeting of the figure
skating duo who sparked controversy and the international
public's interest "Nancy and
Tonya, the Saga Continues."
T didn't know exactly what to
expect In that one. Tears,
screams, fists?
At 8 p.m. I tuned In, ready to
watch 30 minutes of Intense
action. Guess what) They
foiled to advertise that the
lace-off (which turned out to
be all of 10 minutes) would be
buried beneath an exhibition
show of all the top eight or so
skaters that competed at
Lillehammer Just after the
knee-bashing Incident
First of all, I love figure skating, but exhibition isn't my
favorite. Triple Jumps are
scarce, and costumes and
music get racy. Katarina Witt is
the worstl She cant pull off any
triples, so she tries to sell a program on sheer sex appeal. Get
off the ice and go to Vegas gtrll
OK. Then the Fox special ran
into the basketball game, and—
not knowing when the actual girt
fight would air — I had to keep
flipping back and forth. Ugh!
When Nancy and Tonya met
eyes, Nancy, whom I loved
during the "94 Olympics, acted
like a snoot My belief In her
sweetness was' shattered as
she kept her lace turned away
from Tonya, and basically
refused to forgive her.
The girl who was once
America's "sweetheart" acted
like America's "bitter baby."
My basketball entertainment
wasn't taking the course I'd
planned either. Duke looked
shabby in the first half, and
went Into the kicker rooms down
by 16. The Blue Devils put
together a few runs in the second and pulled to within four.
However, the Tarheels' size
and power In the paint turned
into a deadly dunkfcst that
demolished Duke's chances and
dampered my spirits. Daggonltl
So much for Thursday nights.
Next time 1 get so pumped up for
any one event remind me that
the dash of high hopes is worse
than the thrill of soaring for Just
a short time. And, If that event Is
scheduled for a Thursday night
remind me not to watch. Sleep
would be more beneficial.

